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The transportation system in Thailand has been biased in favor of road 

transport as investment in rail transport involves large scale budget and government 

policy. The favorable attribute of rail transport is more competitive freight cost in 

exchange for large investment. This study employs the computable general 

equilibrium (CGE) model in ORANI tradition (Dixon et al., 1982) as the tool for the 

accounting of economic benefits, economic cost, environmental benefits and 

environmental costs. The increase in rail transport investment is feed into the CGE 

system to offer the measurement of economic and environmental impacts. The 2005 

edition of 58 sectors version of the input-output table of Thailand was used as CGE 

model database. The original input-output table was modified to single out land 

transport and rail transport so that the classification consists of 60 sectors. The choice 

of specification of the CGE model requires a total of 16,414 variables and 15,933 

equations which offers 481 structural exogenous variables. 

Increase in rail transport investment is the approach used for the measurement 

of economic impact and pattern of associated structural change and environmental 

consequence. Economic impact is principally measured in terms of change in real 

GDP. Structural change is measured in terms of change in output of respective sector. 

Environmental consequence is measured in terms of change in petroleum 

consumption coupling with change in output of respective sector. Petroleum 

consumption is also measured in terms of petroleum-GDP elasticity. 
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In this study, two simulation assumptions are projected to study the possible 

effects of investment in rail transport. The first simulation assumption analyses the 

impact of increased capital accumulation in railway in the context of adjustable 

currency exchange. The second simulation assumption analyses the impact of increase 

capital accumulation in railway with stable currency exchange. The study of impacts 

of investment are divided into 2 stages. Rail investment in period T-1 is the source of 

real GDP growth in period T which allocates investment in period T for sector j. 

Investment program of sector j in the period T is the source of real GDP growth in 

period T+1 which allocates investment in period T+1 for sector j. Measurement of 

economic impacts of rail investment is considered complete when impacts of 

investment in period T becomes visible in period T+1. 

The adjustable exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the 

assumption of constant trade balance-GDP ratio (delDT) which represents the 

macroeconomic management for external stability. In this simulation assumption, 

exchange rate adjustment is endogenously determined within the model. The foreign 

currency demand and supply are always in equilibrium. With adjustable exchange rate 

assumption exchange rate is endogenous and is projected to appreciate due to strong 

exports and weakened imports. In other words, exchange rate appreciation is the result 

of lower internal prices relative to world prices. This is so since exchange rate is the 

ratio between Baht and Foreign currency. Increased supply of capital lowers price of 

goods and services across the economy relative to world price. 

The fixed exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the assumption of 

disequilibrium of imports and exports. Change in trade balance is endogenously 

determined within the model. The change in trade balance is interpreted as the change 

in economic stability, and need for change in the trade policy. Fixed exchange rate 

keeps constant parity between imported goods and domestic goods despite fall in 

domestic price which makes it difficult for substitution of import goods for domestic 

goods. Production cost falls more in the adjustable exchange rate simulation 

assumption as the result of substitution away from imported goods.  

The environmental effect is measured in terms of the quantity of carbon 

dioxide emission across the economy due to change in the rail transportation system. 

In this study, CO2 emission is calculated in two methods: (1) CO2 emission calculated 
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based on published emission factor; and (2) CO2 emissions calculated based on 

carbon credit price. Growth of output across the economy, driven by growth of 

demand induced by favorable price of goods and services relative to imports, involves 

increasing uses of goods and services for intermediate factors. Petroleum is one of 

essential intermediate factors used by all production. Output growth driven by rail 

investment is connected with the environment via uses of petroleum. Environmental 

impacts is measured in terms of quantity of CO2 emission for a unit of increased 

output. Uses of petroleum in value terms is converted to quantity of CO2 emission for 

a unit of increased output. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1  Statement of the Problem 

 

Thailand’s rail transport system has been neglected for more than 40 years. 

The railway network of Thailand at present covers the total distance of 4,043 

kilometers, covering service areas of 47 provinces. Most of the network, 3,763 

kilometers are single track (93%); 173 kilometers (4%) are double-tracks; and 107 

kilometers (3%) are triple-tracks. Considerable amount of time is often used for 

stopping in tracks transfer station. Limited and delayed maintenance of cars, tracks, 

equipment and facilities are main sources of incident of failures and increased 

frequency of accidents. Over 60% of the tracks are over 30 years old and only 65% of 

locomotives, most of which are very old, are in use (Office of Transport and Traffic 

Policy and Planning [OTP], 2011; Thailand Development Research Institute [TDRI], 

2012). The whole system has suffered from deterioration as prolonged under-budget-

maintenance has eroded integrity of equipment over the period. 

Transportation mix is biased in favor of road transport. Thailand’s freight 

structure for period 2004-2012 is shown in Figure 1.1. Average domestic freight 

shipment using road, air, inland waterway, coastal, and rail transports accounts for 

74.37%, 9.47%, 7.88%, 6.25% and 2.03% of total volume, respectively (Ministry of 

Transport [MOT], 2014). Increase in road network connecting regions and rural areas 

has been responsible for larger share of road transportation. 
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Figure 1.1  Domestic Freight Transport Ratio by Mode 

 

Technically, total transport cost is best optimized when marginal cost of 

different mode of transport is equalized. Analysis of marginal cost equalization for 

whole transportation system is possible only when a computable general equilibrium 

model is used (Barrios et al., 2013; Kockelman et al., 2013; Robson and Dixit, 2015). 

However, it is quite reasonable to assume that significant difference exists between 

marginal cost of rail transport and other mode of transport due to observed 

deteriorating rail transport operation and absence of rail development initiative.  

Absence of rail development can be explained by nature of state owned 

enterprise which is non-profit operation. Total efficiency which takes into account 

whole of transport system is not taken for consideration in planning process (TDRI, 

2013). Individual budget base investment is norm of planning in Thailand. It is not 

difficult to understand that large size investment decision is more difficult to get pass 

opposition in political arena than split small budget which is easily disguised. Also, 

political competition which is based on short life political term performance contest 

requires use of budget which is more short life than long term investment. Political 

party policies have become an overriding practice in government administration for 

the purpose of political contest (Holcombe, 1989; Skilling and Zeckhauser, 2002). It 

is not clear that popular policies are consistent with efficiency oriented public interest. 
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It is clear, however, that integrative planning has been discarded since the 

administration of the winning political party in 2001. Political contest is pressure for 

political parties to prefer piecemeal policies to long term planning policies. This 

nature of political competition explains absence of use of deliberative and integrated 

longer term planning which can offer the notion of total efficiency (Bardhan and 

Yang, 2004; Boulding and Brown, 2012). 

Greater use of rail transport is intuitively understood as improving total fuel 

efficiency (Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia [ERIA], 2010; 

Janic and Vleuge, 2012). The purpose of this study is to evaluate investment in rail 

transport in terms of fuel efficiency, and, consequently, environmental performance 

for whole transport system. The use of computable general equilibrium (CGE) model 

helps to evaluate investment in rail transport on the basis of equi-marginal principle. 

General equilibrium of market achieved by free movements of prices of goods and 

factors assures efficient distribution between sectors. 

Transportation and logistics infrastructures play important role in economic 

development (Banister and Berechman, 2001; Laird et al., 2005; Sakamoto, 2012). 

Infrastructure development has assured basic connectivity and access to gateways for 

most developing countries (World Bank, 2014). Freight modal that arranges for 

proper mix of road and rail is an essential means by which the gain of economic 

development is obtained with minimum negative environmental and social impacts 

(Van Ierland et al., 2000; Woodburn, 2003; Kim et al., 2011; Reis et al., 2012). As 

shown in Figure 1.2, domestic freight shipment in China, Germany, India, Japan, 

Korea, United Kingdom and United State using rail transports accounts for 17.60%, 

22.79%, 33.97%, 4.85%, 6.36%, 10.24% and 35.20% of total volume, respectively 

(International Transport Forum, 2015). 
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Figure 1.2  Freight Railway Transport in OECD Countries 

 

Challenge for Thailand involves addressing issues including spatial 

infrastructure development connecting urban and rural areas (OTP, 2009), in which 

whole of transport system is deliberately considered. Thailand is in advantage position 

to benefit from liberalization of trade in both goods and services, investment, and 

labor mobility offered by ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) (ERIA, 2010). 

Thailand’s competitiveness can be enhanced by internal strengths including 

macroeconomic stability, large domestic market, inexpensive labor, and availability of 

infrastructure. Renewal of rail transport development can be seen as strategy to 

exploit geographical advantage as Thailand is placed at the center among countries of 

South East Asian (Royal Thai Government, 2012). The location gives Thailand an 

opportunity to play a gateway for Laos and Southern China, and to become the 

transportation hub of South East Asian. Railway development can serve as primary 

mode of transport with road transport serving as feeder (TDRI, 2012). 

Evaluation of rail transport development in terms of true cost is not applicable 

as rail transport is state enterprise. Many aspects are included in the assessment which 

involves price policy, non-financial attribute, social benefit and cost, large investment, 

property ownership, land acquisition, and many special privileges, including route 
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design. Accordingly, rail transport capital can be seen as indivisible. This nature 

grants rail transport system the rights of natural monopoly. For socially optimal 

reason, state enterprise is regarded as proper channel for administration of monopoly 

enterprise (Stiglitz, 2002). 

Government administration of rail transport is two-sides of a coin. Rail 

transport development can benefit from proactive government authority for whole of 

required arrangements. On the other hand, rail transport system can suffer from 

complete neglect of non-initiative government (TDRI, 2009). As state enterprise, rail 

investment is rather motivated by policy than financial return. A number of issues are 

generally discussed about state enterprise. These encompass inefficiency, public debt 

burden, subsidized price, poor innovation, and deteriorating service. In this study, 

positive view of rail development is assumed based on existing structure of 

customers. Evaluation of economic and environmental changes arisen from 

investment offered in this study, however, does not discuss issue of management 

platform. Different management structure used by metropolitan railway system in 

Thailand can offer analytical comparison.  

 Rail transport has gained renewed attention as logistics issues have become an 

important part of competitiveness development and improvement. Improving logistics 

performance is at the core of the economic growth and competitiveness agenda. 

Policymakers globally recognize the logistics sector as one of their key pillars for 

development (World Bank, 2014). Extensive and efficient infrastructure is critical for 

ensuring the effective functioning of the economy, as it is an important factor in 

determining the location of economic activity and the kinds of activities or sectors 

that can develop within a country (World Economic Forum [WEF], 2014). 

Evaluation of rail transport investment can provide evidence for gaining 

support. It is intended to measure extent of economic impacts, to describe change in 

economic structure, and to trace environmental consequences. Significant part of 

environmental issues can be addressed by paying attention to transport development 

(Button, 1993). Rail transport is known to be more energy efficient relative to other 

mode (Woodburn et al., 2008; ERIA, 2010; Motraghi, 2012; Reis et al., 2012). Rail 

transport produces 3 times less carbon dioxide emission than road transport. In terms 

of quantity, moving one ton of cargo for one kilometer involves release of 21 grams 
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of carbon dioxide using rail transport compared to 59 grams using road transport 

(World Shipping Council, 2009). Environmental performance is better achieved by 

better fuel efficiency.  

In principle, total efficiency achieved by equalization of marginal cost of 

different system of transportation determines amount of output of each system. The 

opposite is concentration on certain mode, which will deliver sub-optimal efficiency. 

Total efficiency is channel to assure minimum environmental impact. A system of 

marginal cost equalization is best described by a computable general equilibrium 

model. 

 

1.2  Objectives of the Study 

 

1.2.1 To evaluate investment in rail transport in terms of economic 

development, the mix of transportation mode, and fuel efficiency  

 

1.2.2 To evaluate environmental performance associated with economic 

development, the mix of transportation mode, and fuel efficiency  

 

1.3  Scope and Limitations of the Study 

 

1.3.1  The use of computable general equilibrium (CGE) model as tool for 

evaluation enables the analysis of the mix of transportation services within Thai 

economy, road, rail, air, inland water and sea transports. The initial status of the mix 

of transportation output is based on the input-output table of Thailand for year 2005. 

This study assumes the introduction of rail transport development in Thai economy, 

holding other transport sectors unchanged. This approach is used to evaluate the impacts 

of rail transport investment on Thai economy. A number of economic indicators within 

CGE model can be reviewed, including GDP, employment, trade, and inflation. At sector 

level, output changes can be reviewed to evaluate relative changes between sectors. In 

particular, substitution among transportation services can be reviewed. For example, if 

rail transport is assumed to gain share in total transportation services as the result of 

introduction of rail transport investment, the equalization of capital price across the 
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economy enables the review of change. The level of substitution depends on net impacts 

delivered in terms of general equilibrium across the economy. The rail transport 

development scheme is known as the “Strategies on Thailand's Infrastructure 

Development in Transportation”, which introduces double track rail transport system 

to be implemented as Phase I between2015-2018. 

 

1.3.2  The evaluation of rail transport investment in terms of general 

equilibrium enables the review of fuel efficiency, measured in terms of the ratio 

between percentage change in real GDP and percentage change in total fuel 

consumption. The approach is known as fuel elasticity of GDP. The unitary value is 

interpreted as non-profitable whereas the value greater than one is interpreted as fuel 

efficient and lower than one is inefficient.  

 

1.3.3  The fuel efficiency level of rail transport system is directly associated 

with the environmental impacts, measured in terms of CO2 emission. Important 

justification for transport development is environmental attribute. Continued 

population growth needs to associate with increase in all economic activities where 

transportation constitutes significant part in typically all economy. Significant 

improvement in fuel efficiency helps to accommodate demand for increased economic 

activities and population growth with less natural and environmental resources. The 

environmental attribute, measured in terms of CO2 emission is evaluated by 

multiplying CO2 emission coefficient with total fuel consumption. The amount of fuel 

saving is directly translated into the amount of CO2 emission.  

 

1.4  Expected Benefits of the Study 

 

1.4.1 A computable general equilibrium (CGE) model has the properties to 

establish a link between the investments of the railways infrastructure with the rest of 

the economy so that changes in all parts of the economy can be measured at the macro 

and sector level. The total environmental impacts are measured in terms of the amount 

of energy use and sanitary activities associated with economic changes in respective 

sector. 
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1.4.2  The investment of the rail transport infrastructure is evaluated in terms 

of the contribution to economic growth, measured by real GDP, and output growth of 

sectors. The net benefit of rail transport is measured by the difference between total 

economic benefit and total environmental cost. 

 

1.4.3  The computable net contribution of rail transportation investment is 

used as the economic justification for the decision making about infrastructural 

development.  

 



 

CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

The development of transport infrastructure consists of two aspects: (1) rail 

freight transport and (2) economic and environmental impacts. In this approach, the 

advantage of rail transport is better energy-efficient than road transport. Full 

consideration for the development of rail transport involves total accounting of 

benefits and costs. These include economic benefits, economic costs, environmental 

benefits, and environmental costs. These accountings are shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1  Theoretical Frameworks of the Study 

 

2.1  Rail Freight Transport  

 

According to Kim et al. (2011) the primary focus of the current logistics 

business is green logistics. After the government insisted on low-carbon green growth 

as the paradigm for national development, green logistics has become the latest rage 

in the logistics business. Green logistics is the activity of minimizing the influence or 

damage on the environment caused by various logistics-related activities such as 

transportation, storage, and stevedoring among all processes of products or services. 

That is, green logistics is a means for pursuing environmentally-friendly logistics 

activities in all processes of logistics and improving them and this is not restricted to a 
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certain field. Therefore, the scope of green logistics is very extensive, covering 

everything from the strategic stage, like redesigning logistics networks, to reverse 

logistics, like the collection and disposal after sales and even eco-driving. In the 

center of it all, there is a modal shift. 

Ruth (2001) suggested logistics channels selection, in which the firms will be 

trying to achieve six aims: (1) maximization of sales opportunities; (2) achieving high 

levels of product availability; (3) achieving high levels of customer service; (4) 

minimizing costs; (5) gaining timely, accurate market intelligence and (6) ensuring 

the smooth integration of both, the commercial as well as the physical aspects of the 

distribution chain. The logistics decision maker is confronted with a logistical system 

where there exist a number of alternative sub-systems or solutions to a particular 

logistics problem. An assessment of the qualities of the various modes of transport is 

therefore needed to determine the best possible solution available that is compatible 

with local conditions, as shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

Figure 2.2  Multi-Strata for Modal Evaluation 

 

Going on to land transport, rail transport has very high energy efficiency, 

whereas road transport is low on energy efficiency. This conforms to ERIA (2010), 

that rail transport has about 3.5 times more fuel efficiency than road transport. 

Evaluating from a distance, a ton of freight can be moved with one litter of fuel, 

relative cost-effectiveness.  
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Rail systems tend to be more heavily regulated than road operations and, in 

many cases, governments are directly involved in service provision. The development 

that follows has been divided into four sections: (1) infrastructure, (2) policy and 

regulation, (3) operations, and (4) technology (Woodburn et al., 2008). 

Freight modal shifting from road to rail is a possible approach that can reduce 

the negative environmental and social impacts of transport, specifically addressing the 

implications of the use of rail freight services, which is generally viewed as more 

environmentally-friendly than trucks traveling from medium to long distances. For 

example, the market share of rail services in Trans-European transport networks is 

only about 10% of tonnage over distances of 900-1000 km; whereas for distances of 

up to 800-900 km, which account for as much as 90% of overall volumes on the 

market share of rail, is only around 2-3% of tonnage. However, rail freight services 

are less efficient in terms of the competitiveness (Janic and Vleuge, 2012). 

Nelldal and Andersson (2012) estimated the effects of a partial mode shift to 

rail transport. This study has shown that such a mode shift to rail can reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions considerably and suggested the possibility of reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions for all modes, with rail being the most efficient mode. This 

has a chance of being a huge success if the rail system is developed with new high 

speed rail and freight corridors as well as an upgraded conventional network and 

intermodal systems. 

The Railway is being regarded as a green and sustainable transport mode. 

Moreover, the costs of train transport have a lower derivative than that of trucks, 

meaning that the costs per km of train transport are cheaper. In order to make rail 

more attractive, a few adjustments must be made, taking into account Reis’s (2012) 

opinion regarding the time factor. The time factor must be reduced as rail in its 

current state is slow; the main contributing factor to this is the relatively large amount 

of time that is used for waiting or shunting (Reis et al., 2012). 

Janic and Vleuge (2012) investigated savings in externalities such as energy 

consumption and related emissions of greenhouse gases, noise, traffic incidents or 

accidents, and congestion, which could be achieved by substituting trucks by rail 

freight trains on any given Trans-European freight transport corridor. The method has 

been developed for quantifying these savings and applied using the real-life data on 
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operating new freight train services in the corridor and secondary data on the 

particular impacts and their costs. The results indicate that the savings in the total 

externalities arising from such road/rail substitution under the given conditions could 

reach to about 30%. Specifically, while as far as noise is concerned, substitution 

would result in no noticeable gain, whereas there would be significant improvement 

in regards to emissions of greenhouse gases, and congestion. 

 

2.2  Economic and Environmental Impacts on Transport Infrastructure 

Development 

 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

indicated that energy usage in the transport sector in the past decades is expected to 

grow much faster in non-OECD countries than in OECD countries (OECD, 2010). 

Where non-OECD countries currently account for about 36% of the worldwide 

transport-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, their share is expected to equal that 

of the OECD countries somewhere around 2040. Particularly in Asia and Latin 

America, energy usage in the transport sector is expected to grow strongly. 

Greenhouse emissions from all sectors combined show a steady growth 

globally, increased by 10 GtCO2eq between 2000 and 2010, with this increase directly 

coming from energy supply, industry, transport and buildings sectors (IPCC, 2014). 

Despite policy interventions as in the case of the Kyoto Protocol, this growth is 

perpetuating (OECD, 2010). However, there are major differences among various 

sectors. While greenhouse gas emissions of many other sectors have stabilized, or 

even decreased over the last decades, the CO2 emissions from the transport sector 

have continued to grow (OECD, 2008). Together with the energy sector, the transport 

sector is the only sector with CO2 emissions that are persistently increasing till yet, 

the share of CO2 emissions from transport has increased from about one sixth in the 

early 1980s to almost one quarter now, and within the transport sector, the shares and 

trends in CO2 emissions of the various transport modes are comparable to the shares 

and trends in energy usage, wherein road transport has the highest share in CO2 

emissions from the transport sector (European Conference of Ministers of Transport 
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[ECMT], 2007). As for energy usage, growth in non-OECD countries is higher than 

in OECD countries, particularly for road transport (OECD, 2010). 

From environmental effects such as climate change, the trends in energy 

consumption clearly show that reducing energy consumption of transport and the 

related greenhouse gas emissions is becoming more and more of a global challenge. It 

is important to pursue sustainable transport programmes and alternatives to increase 

energy efficiency and reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions in the transport 

sector. 

Bergman (2005) suggested the general equilibrium theory is a formalization of 

the simple yet fundamental observation that markets in the real world economies are 

mutually interdependent. Theoretical general equilibrium analyses have provided 

important insights about factors and mechanisms that determine relative prices and 

the allocation of resources within and between market economies. According to 

Rutherford and Van Nieuwkoop (2011) computable general equilibrium (CGE) model 

have been used extensively over the past 30 years and can be used to analyze policies 

in many economic fields (e.g. trade, environmental, energy, and social policy). With 

the CGE model policy makers can investigate the effects of policy alternatives as 

compared to the benchmark equilibrium.  

Kunnoot (2015) suggested that the computable projections with CGE model 

help to measure the pressure on economic growth in the context of factor constraints 

and to understand the structural development that offsets part of the impact produced 

by individual constraints. 

Sakamoto (2012) developed a CGE model to analyze the influence of a 

reduction in the transportations cost on the regional economy caused by the logistics 

policy of the Northern Kyushu region. As a result, the improvement in logistics has 

proved to have had an economic effect, including an increase in the number of firms 

and the amount of labor, as well as revitalizing the regional economy.  

Kim et al. (2004) and Kim and Hewings (2009) integrated the transportation 

network with a CGE model. The transport model measures changes in the shortest 

interregional distances and the accessibility due to the highway project developed. 

The CGE model estimates the spatial economic effects of the project on the gross 

domestic product (GDP), price, exports, and the regional distribution of wages and 
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population. They discovered that the highway projects have positive effects on the 

GDP and the export growth as well as regional equity in terms of wages and 

population. 

Bergman (2005) suggested that through initial observation it should be noted 

that in general there are cases wherein CGE models can be used if the proposed policy 

measures, or other expected changes in exogenous conditions, are likely to have 

general equilibrium effects. However, policy measures related to environmental and 

natural resource issues are likely to have general equilibrium effects. Moreover, there 

indeed are major environmental problems with a much wider geographic and 

economic scope, and calling for measures with potentially quite significant effects on 

the allocation of resources in the entire national, or even global, economy; for 

example, acid rain and climate change which is related to or caused by emissions of 

greenhouse gases. In both of these cases there is a strong link between the use of 

energy and the emissions of pollutants. Moreover, in both cases, very significant 

emission reductions are deemed necessary in order to protect the environment. Not 

surprisingly, CGE models are widely used for the evaluation of policies related to 

climate change and acid rain issues. 

Motraghi (2012) insisted that significant problems in urban areas across 

Europe, including congestion and pollution, could be solved by urban rail projects. 

The motivating factors behind new urban rail projects include the ability to create an 

efficient distribution of goods by increasing productivity, the economic and 

environmental benefits, and the reduction of traffic congestion and associated noise 

pollution. However, these goals tend to require large investments in infrastructure 

building and maintenance, in order to be achieved. 

The transport sector is an important user of energy, which in turn can be 

linked to pollution emissions. The advantage of rail transport includes the fact that it 

is more energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly than road transport. This 

research focuses on the economic and environmental aspects of transport systems. 

The rail transport will be sufficiently evaluated in terms of economic impacts and 

environmental impacts. The economic impacts are measured in terms of its 

contribution to real GDP. Likewise, the environmental impacts are measured in terms 

of total emission of carbon dioxides and other components of greenhouse gases.  
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2.3  Thailand’s Railways Development Plan 

 

2.3.1  Status of Thailand’s Railways  

 

The railway network of Thailand today is divided into 5 main routes. All of 

them start from Bangkok and lead to different regions, i.e. North, Northeast, East, 

South and Mae Klong. In addition, there are some connection points to the 

neighboring countries such as the routes of northeast and south. The first one opened, 

in March 2009, the extension point from Nong Khai station across the border to Tha 

Na Laeng station, Laos. For the southern route, Hat Yai - Padang Besar junction is 

linked with the network of Malaysia and it ends in Singapore. Hat Yai - Sungai Kolok 

junction is also connected with railway network of Malaysia. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the railway network at present covers the total 

distance of 4,043 kilometers, covering service areas of 47 provinces. Most of the 

network, 3,763 kilometers is single track (93%); double-track is 173 kilometers (4%); 

and triple-track is 107 kilometers (3%). So, most of the time is wasted while waiting 

for the switching of tracks and most tracks are very old without maintenance or 

additional improvement. Over 60% of the tracks have been used for over 30 years and 

only 65% of locomotives, most of which are very old, are ready for use. Besides, 

there are some tracks at grade crossing averagely every 2 kilometers (OTP,2011). 

In terms of limitation, the State Railway of Thailand has to improve and 

develop double-track railways in order to solve the problems of capacity and speed of 

cargo delivery. Problems and limitations of the railway sector in Thailand can be 

identified as follows: (1) Occurrence of rail accidents mainly due to the lack of 

signaling equipment at various roads railways junctions;  (2) Lack of protective 

equipment in 2,300 areas across the country where roads and railways intersect, most 

of which have only warning devices; (3) Congestion at ICD Lat Krabang – Laem 

Chabang Port; (4) The tracks used in carrying shipments (except for boxed products) 

between Lat Krabang and Laem Chabang Port are single-track, which often cause 

delays due to the necessity of switching tracks; and (5) Insufficient locomotives to 

meet demands (TDRI, 2012). 
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Figure 2.3  The railway network of Thailand 

Source:  Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning. 2009. 
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2.3.2  Railways Development Plan in Thailand 

 

The Eleventh National Economic and Social Development Plan (2012-2016) 

was formulated during a period when Thailand encountered a rapidly changing 

environment that significantly affected the country. During the Eighth and Tenth 

Plans, the philosophy of Sufficiency Economy was adopted and applied to every 

segment of Thai society, from families and communities up to nationwide scope. As a 

consequence, the resilience of the country has been strengthened through a deepening 

of the nation’s economic, social and environmental capital. In the past two decade, 

infrastructure development has been successful when measured by the increase in 

quantity. However, the next step in infrastructure development should focus on 

strengthening quality and participation in every sector. Moreover, fiscal constraints, 

plus unnecessary rules and regulations, could delay infrastructure progress and hinder 

economic growth in the long run. The energy situation is also critical. Thailand’s 

energy demands are increasing and rely significantly on imports, with demand 

reaching as high as one billion baht per annum, equivalent to 11% of GDP. The 

country’s energy production cannot meet this growing demand. At present, energy 

production can meet only 50% of total consumption (National Economic and Social 

Development Board [NESDB], 2011). 

Results from past development suggest that growth and the structure of the 

Thai economy did not advance in ways that could maintain quality and sustainability. 

The Thai economy is subject to external and internal factors including science and 

technology, the quality of infrastructure services, laws and regulations that are not 

conducive to establishing fair competition and adaptability to economic changes. 

Although the Thai economy has strong resilience, this may not be sufficient to ensure 

sound performance in the face of emerging uncertainties. Therefore, guidelines for 

development must focus on restructuring the economy toward quality and 

sustainability by utilizing insight, knowledge, and science and technology. Creativity 

should also be a driving force within an environment conducive to a fair competitive 

atmosphere, and will help grasp favorable opportunities arising from external factors 

to benefit the country. This is a way to strengthen the nation’s resilience by 

reinforcing the domestic economy so that adverse external events do not harm it. 
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The policy for develop the country’s infrastructure and logistics systems is 

improve railway transport by upgrading the present railway system and the links 

between road and railway networks to increase safety. Double-track rail lines along 

major routes should be added. Locomotives and rolling stock should be provided and 

railway-signaling systems should be upgraded to increase efficiency for transportation 

of passengers and goods. A high speed railway should be developed to link major 

regional cities and ASEAN countries. The management structure of the State Railway 

of Thailand should be changed to improve efficiency and promote better services and 

operation in the future (OTP, 2011). 

Thailand's national infrastructure, particularly its transport network, is set to 

undergo a long-awaited transformation over the next eight years, following the 

approval of a 2.4 trillion Baht master plan by the National Council for Peace and 

Order (NCPO) agreed in principle to implement a set of projects known as the 

"Strategies on Thailand's Infrastructure Development in Transportation (2014 - 

2022)", as proposed by the Ministry of Transport. Concerned public agencies are to 

lay out their long-term plans based on the Strategies. The NCPO also approved the 

need to initiate immediately certain critical phases of the Strategies in 2014 and 2015. 

For instance, upgrading railway transportation through the construction of double-

track rail infrastructure for logistics purposes and for capacity enhancement of local 

trains (As shown in Table 2.1). 

 

Table 2.1  Rail Transport Infrastructure Development Projects 

 

Project line Distance 

(kilometer) 

Budget 

(Million baht) 

Phase I (2015-2018)   

Thanon Chira junction - Khon Kean 185 26,007 

Prachuap Khiri Khan - Chumphon 167 17,293 

Nakhon Pathom - Hua Hin 165 20,038 

Phase II (2016-2020)   

Mab Kabao - Nakhon Ratchasima 132 29,855 

Lop Buri - Pak Nam Po 148 24,842 

Hua Hin - Prachuap Khiri Khan 90 9,437 

Total 887 127,472 
 

Source: OTP, Strategies on Thailand's Infrastructure Development in Transportation  

2015-2022, 2014: 9. 
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The primary goal of the government is to restructure the Thai transportation 

system by accelerating the expansion and improvement of the national railway 

network to correct the country's lopsided dependence on road transportation. Thus, 

78% of the 2.4 trillion Bath budgeted for investment in the transportation 

infrastructure of Thailand over the next seven years would be devoted to railway 

development. Among other aims, the government seeks to cut Thailand's logistics 

costs from 15.2% to 13.2% of GDP, create 1.6 million jobs; and raise annual GDP 

growth by 1%. The real benefit to be derived is the enhanced competitiveness of the 

country after Thailand's transportation and logistics have been restructured (Board of 

Investment of Thailand [BOI], 2014). 



 

CHAPTER 3 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1  Conceptual Framework 

 

In modern land transportation system, which primarily consists of roads and 

rail, the substitution is possible within limited degree. In the context of continued 

growth of human population, the economy and urbanization, passenger and freight 

traffic need increased investment. The transportation system in Thailand has been 

biased in favor of road transport as investment in rail transport involves large scale 

budget and government policy. The favorable attribute of rail transport is more 

competitive freight cost in exchange for large investment. For the investment of 

public funds to have the greatest positive effects, government agencies need to 

employ the most suitable ways to assess the economic benefits arising from transport 

projects. This is clearly necessary so as to ascertain whether these projects sufficiently 

justify their cost, or whether the funds would be better spent elsewhere, including on 

competing transport related projects. Some of the impacts of the transport system play 

themselves out over a long period of time and, as a result, can result in fundamental 

changes in the economic structure. These impacts involve complex patterns of 

interaction between economic variables. 

The transport sector as a whole is a major energy user. The rail transport is 

known to have important attribute in terms of comparatively more energy-efficient. 

The rail transport will be sufficiently evaluated in terms of economic impacts and 

environmental impacts. The economic impacts are measured in terms of its 

contribution to real GDP. Likewise, the environmental impacts are measured in terms 

of total emission of carbon dioxides and other components of greenhouse gases.  

The direct environmental impacts of transport are linked to energy 

consumption. These are emissions of greenhouse gases, including CO2, SO2, CO, 
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dust, and particles (OECD, 2012). Energy efficient rail transport offers two types of 

benefit: increased transport volume and decreased emission. The increased transport 

volume and energy costs saving are accounted as economic benefit. The total benefits 

are measured by change in gross domestic product (GDP).  

The energy cost saving is also accounted as environmental cost saving and 

environmental benefit. The amount of pollution is directly converted from total 

change in energy uses. These accountings shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  Approach for Estimating the Economic and Environmental Impacts of 

Transport Infrastructure Development 

 

This study employs the CGE model as the tool for the accounting of economic 

benefits, economic cost, environmental benefits and environmental costs.  The 

increase in rail transport investment is feed into the CGE system to offer the 

measurement of economic and environmental impacts. Change in real GDP is used as 

the measurement of total economic impacts. Change in total petroleum consumption 

is used as the measurement of environmental benefit. The value of energy saving is 

converted into physical quantity of pollutants, as carbon dioxide emission. 
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3.2  Computable General Equilibrium Model 

 

The general equilibrium theory is a formalization of the fundamental observation 

that markets in real world economies are mutually interdependent (Bergman, 2005; 

Rutherford and Van Nieuwkoop, 2011). Theoretical general equilibrium analyses have 

provided important insights about the factors and mechanisms that determine relative 

prices and the allocation of resources within and between market economies. The 

CGE approach evaluates the physical and economic impacts of proposed expenditure 

plans in the near future by considering the direct impacts and indirect benefits in other 

sectors of the economy. This is done by measuring the increased demand for goods 

and services used in other economic sectors. The CGE model is built on the concept 

of economic theories that attempt to explain the behavior of the economy; decision-

making, and consumption with maximum benefits under the terms of resource are 

limited. For instance, the general equilibrium theory focuses on the allocation of 

private goods and privately owned resources. Moreover, the general equilibrium 

framework has been extended to encompass externalities and environmental resources 

with public goods characteristics. 

The implementation of general equilibrium system requires 5 set of structural 

equations consisting of: (1) production function which specifies supply of goods and 

services; (2) final demand function which complete total demand for goods and 

services; (3) pricing equation which describes price of goods and services in terms of 

total cost ; (4) equilibrium of demand and supply which specifies equality condition 

of demand and supply by means of change in price ; and (5) numeraire equation 

which specifies reference departure point relative to movement of whole system. 

In this study, a CGE model is devised to evaluate economic benefits offered 

by the rail transport infrastructure in Thailand if the implementation takes place. The 

total change in oil use provided by the CGE projection will be converted to the 

amount of carbon dioxides and other greenhouse components to evaluate the 

environmental cost. The CGE model is devised to use Thailand’s input-output table as 

database consisting of components as shown in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2  Conceptual Layout of the Input-Output Table Used for Database of the 

CGE System 

 

The CGE model is specified to be consistent with the input-output table 

released by Office of National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) as 

displayed in Figure 3.2. The input-output table is structured with nine components: 

(1) domestically produced goods and services used as intermediate inputs, ( 1,,0 jiX ) 

and the imported goods and services used as intermediate inputs ( 2,,0 jiX ); (2) domestically 

produced goods and services used for household consumption( 1,1iX ) and imported 

goods and services used for household consumption ( 2,1iX ); (3) domestically produced 

goods and services used for investment ( 1,,2 jiX ) and imported goods and services 

used for investment ( 2,,2 jiX ); (4) domestically produced goods and services used for 

government consumption  ( 1,3iX ) and imported goods and services used for government 

consumption  ( 2,3iX ); (5) export of goods and services ( iX 4 ); (6) domestically of 
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stocks or inventories comprise ( 1,5iX ) and imported of stocks or inventories comprise 

( 2,5iX ); (7) special export of goods and services ( iX 6 ); (8) primary factors, consist of 

labor ( jX 01 ) and capital ( jX 02 ); and (9) indirect taxes ( jX 03 ). 

The production function was configured with two levels nest as shown in 

Figure 3.3. The first level applied Leontief platform in combining intermediate input, 

primary inputs, and indirect tax, in which no substitution between these inputs 

applies. The second level applied constant elasticity of substitution (CES) platform in 

combining domestically produced and imported intermediate inputs, and in combining 

labor and capital inputs.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3  Composite Production Functions 

 

The Cobb-Douglas platform of substitution between domestic and imported 

goods for utility maximization was applied to household, investment, and government 

consumption demand. Export demand was specified to negatively related to export 

price with computed value of elasticity. GDP is computed from value added 
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consisting of labor income, entrepreneur income, and government income. GDP 

identity is the sum of aggregate household, investment, government consumption, and 

differences between exports and imports. Inflation was computed in terms of 

consumer price index, government consumption price index, investment consumption 

price index, and GDP deflator. 

The elasticity of substitution between domestic and imported intermediate 

inputs was computed as a ratio of the total absorption to the domestic production. 

Accordingly, substitution is less flexible in sectors dominated by domestic production 

and more elastic in sectors dominated by imported goods. 

The elasticity of substitution between the labor and capital input was 

computed based on the share of labor in a combined labor-capital total. Accordingly, 

substitution is less flexible in sectors dominated by capital and more elastic in sectors 

dominated by labor. 

The price elasticity of export demand is computed based on the ratio of 

combined domestic-export demand total to domestic demand. Accordingly, export 

demand is more responsive in the sectors dominated by exports and less responsive in 

the sectors dominated by domestic demand. 

The CGE model was devised based on the modified ORANI tradition (Dixon 

et al. 1982). The system is specified to consist of 60 goods and services. The 58 

sectors version of the input-output table is extended to 60 sectors to isolate the sectors 

land transport and rail transport for the purpose of this study. 
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Table 3.1  Comparison of Classification of 180 Sectors Structure and the Aggregate 

Structure of Input-Output Table  

 

Sectors Description I-O code 

001 Paddy 001 

002 Maize 002 

003 Cassava 004 

004 Beans and Nuts 006 

005 Vegetables and Fruits 007-008 

006 Sugarcane 009 

007 Rubber (Latex) 016 

008 Other Crops 003, 005, 010-015,017, 024 

009 Livestock 018-023 

010 Forestry 025-027 

011 Fishery 028-029 

012 Crude Oil and Coal 030-031 

013 Metal Ore 032-035 

014 Non-Metal Ore 036-041 

015 Slaughtering 042 

016 Processing and Preserving of Foods 043-048 

017 Rice and Other Grain Milling 049-052 

018 Sugar Refineries 055 

019 Other Foods 053-054, 056-060 

020 Animal Food 061 

021 Beverages 062-064 

022 Tobacco Processing and Products 065-066 

023 Spinning, Weaving and Bleaching 067-069 

024 Textile Products 070-074 

025 Paper and Paper Products 081-082 

026 Printing and Publishing 083 

027 Basic Chemical Products 084,086 

028 Fertilizer and Pesticides 085 

029 Other Chemical Products 087-092 

030 Petroleum Refineries 093-094 

031 Rubber Products 095-097 

032 Plastic Wares 098 

033 Cement and Concrete Products 102-103 

034 Other Non-metallic Products 099-101, 104 

035 Iron and Steel 105-106 

036 Non-ferrous Metal 107 

037 Fabricated Metal Products 108-111 

038 Industrial Machinery 112-115 

039 Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 116-122 

040 Motor Vehicles and Repairing 125-127 
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Table 3.1  (Continued) 

 

Sectors Description I-O code 

041 Other Transportation Equipment 123-124, 128 

042 Leather Products 075-077 

043 Saw Mills and Wood Products 078-080 

044 Other Manufacturing Products 129-134 

045 Electricity and Gas 135-136 

046 Water Works and Supply 137 

047 Building Construction 138-139 

048 Public Works and Other Construction 140-144 

049 Trade 145-146 

050 Restaurants and Hotels 147-148 

051 Transportation 150,152-158 

052 Communication 159 

053 Banking and Insurance 160-162 

054 Real Estate 163 

055 Business Services 164 

056 Public Services 165-169 

057 Other Services 170-178 

058 Unclassified 180 

059 Railways 149 

 060 Road Freight Transport 151 

 

In this approach, examination of economic and environmental impacts from 

transportation structural change consists of two main steps: (1) calculation of 

economic impacts from investment of rail transport infrastructure; and (2) calculation 

of environmental cost in terms of amount of carbon emission. 

The formalization of investment behavior into a CGE model (Dixon et al., 

1982) is shown in Figure 3.4. The ratio between future capital stock ( 1K ) and current 

capital stock ( 0K ) is inversely related to the ration between future return ( 1R ) and 

current return ( 0R ). Future capital stock ( 1K ) consists of two components: current 

capital stock less depreciation and current investment. Current return ( 0R ) is the 

difference between capital rental price and cost of capital goods production. 
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Figure 3.4  Conceptualization of Investment Behavior 

 

The environmental cost is measured in terms of the quantity of carbon dioxide 

emission across the economy due to change in the rail transportation system. In this 

study, CO2 emission is calculated in two methods: (1) CO2 emission calculated based 

on  published emission factor; and (2) CO2 emissions calculated based on carbon 

credit price. 

With the first methods, one of the primary determinants of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) emissions from mobile sources is the amount of carbon in the fuel. Carbon 

content varies, but typically we use average carbon content values to estimate CO2 

emissions (EPA, 2005; IPCC, 2006; and EPA, 2013). The Code of Federal 

Regulations (40 CFR 600.113) provides values for carbon content per gallon of 

gasoline and diesel fuel which EPA uses in calculating the fuel economy of vehicles: 

 Gasoline carbon content per gallon: 2,421 grams 

 Diesel carbon content per gallon: 2,778 grams 

 

 

R1/R0 = K1/K0 

R1/R0 = K1/K0 
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines for 

calculating emissions inventories require that carbon dioxide emissions per gallon of 

fuel are determined by multiplying the carbon content times the fraction oxidized 

(0.99) times the ratio of the molecular weight of carbon dioxide to that of carbon 

(44/12). 

 CO2 emissions from a gallon of gasoline = 2,421 grams x 0.99 x (44/12) 

= 8,788 grams = 8.8 kg/gallon = 2.32 kg/ liter 

 CO2 emissions from a gallon of diesel = 2,778 grams x 0.99 x (44/12)  

= 10,084 grams = 10.1 kg/gallon = 2.67 kg/ liter 

 

The amount of carbon emission is expressed as follows: 

 

EFFuelemissionCO 2  

where: 

emissionCO2  = Carbon emission in metric ton 

EF   = Emission factor (metric tons CO2 per liter) 

Fuel    = Petroleum consumed (liter)  

 

With the second methods, CO2 emission is calculated from carbon credit price 

which requires three components, consisting of carbon credit price; exchange rate; 

and total petroleum value change. 

 

The carbon credit price method is expressed as follows: 

 

priceC

Fuel
emissionCO 2  

where: 

emissionCO2  = Carbon emission in metric ton 

Fuel    = Value change of petroleum consumption (baht)  

priceC
  = Carbon credit price (metric tons CO2 per baht) 
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3.3  The Model Simulations 

 

This study employs the CGE model as the tool for the accounting of economic 

impacts and environmental benefits. The CGE model consists of 16,414 variables and 

15,933 equations, thus leaving 481 exogenous variables. The increase in rail transport 

investment is input into the computable general equilibrium (CGE) system to offer the 

measurement of economic and environmental impacts. Change in real gross domestic 

products (real GDP) is used as the measurement of total economic impacts. Change in 

total petroleum consumption is used as the measurement of magnitude of 

environmental impact. The value of energy saving is converted to physical quantity of 

pollutants as carbon emission.  

In this study, two simulation assumptions are projected to study the possible 

effects of investment in rail transport. The first simulation assumption analyses the 

impact of increased capital accumulation in railway in the context of adjustable 

currency exchange. The second simulation assumption analyses the impact of increase 

capital accumulation in railway with stable currency exchange. 

The adjustable exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the 

assumption of constant trade balance-GDP ratio (delDT) which represents the 

macroeconomic management for external stability. In this simulation assumption, 

exchange rate adjustment is endogenously determined within the model. The foreign 

currency demand and supply are always in equilibrium. With adjustable exchange rate 

assumption exchange rate is endogenous and is projected to appreciate due to strong 

exports and weakened imports. In other words, exchange rate appreciation is the result 

of lower internal prices relative to world prices. This is so since exchange rate is the 

ratio between Baht and Foreign currency. Increased supply of capital lowers price of 

goods and services across the economy relative to world price. 

The fixed exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the assumption of 

disequilibrium of imports and exports. Change in trade balance is endogenously 

determined within the model. The change in trade balance is interpreted as the change 

in economic stability, and need for change in the trade policy (Kunnoot, 2011). Fixed 

exchange rate keeps constant parity between imported goods and domestic goods 

despite fall in domestic price which makes it difficult for substitution of import goods 
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for domestic goods. Production cost falls more in the adjustable exchange rate 

simulation assumption as the result of substitution away from imported goods. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5  Adjustable versus fixed exchange of currency 

 

The benefit of comparison of simulation results based on assumptions of 

adjustable and fixed exchange of currency is assessment of economic development 

and inspection of economic stability respectively. If an economy is assumed to run 

with adjustable exchange of currency, price of exchange is endogenously determined 

within the system, so that it is continually moved by strength of dollar demand and 

supply, which are derived from demand for imports and ability to exports. As Figure 

3.5 shows, 30 Baht exchange price is the result of equilibrium of dollar demand and 

supply. If dollar supply becomes short as shown by the line Dollar Supply*, as a 

result of poor exports, equilibrium exchange price moves up to 40 Baht to clear 

exchange market. Similarly, should dollar demand declines as shown by the line 

Dollar Demand*, as a result of reduced imports of goods, exchange price moves down 

to 20 Baht to clear exchange market. Simulation of this kind assumes that trade 

balance is kept constant, or can move in constant proportion to change in GDP. 

Exchange price moves to keep trade balance constant. In one instance, trade deficit is 

controlled to avoid bankruptcy. In another instance, trade surplus is controlled to 
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avoid inflation. The control is for the benefit of economic stability. Researchers are 

able to assess benefit and cost of change conditional on economic stability. 

On the other hand, if an economy is assumed to run with fixed exchange of 

currency, trade balance is endogenously determined within the system, so that change 

in trade balance reveals impact of change within the system in terms of increased or 

decreased vulnerability of an economy. Researchers are able to detect which direction 

of change an economy is undergoing. As Figure 3.5 shows, if exchange price is fixed 

at 30 Baht and exchange market is exactly at equilibrium, there is no danger. In other 

instance, if exchange price is fixed below equilibrium at 25 Baht, excess dollar 

demand endangers the economy by exhausting nation reserves. Likewise, if exchange 

price is fixed higher than equilibrium at 40 baht, export capacity is exhausted and is in 

conflict with high price of imports of intermediate goods for export production. While 

large inflow of dollar results in inflation and bubble economy. Simulation of this kind 

assumes that trade balance can move in either increased deficit or surplus. Increased 

trade deficit renders an economy in vulnerable situation by approaching bankruptcy. 

Increased trade surplus renders an economy in imbalance of export and imports while 

increased inflow of dollar brings about bubble economy.  

Figure 3.6 illustrates connection between economic components within the 

CGE model. The increase of investment in railways sector is source of growth of real 

production and value-added of goods and services, and real GDP. The increase in net 

current capital stock of railway sector is the result of growth of investment in the 

previous period. Decrease in cost of railway transport, driven by increase in capital 

supply, is the source of decrease in cost of goods and services across the economy.  

Growth of real GDP is stimulated as competitiveness of exports increases while use of 

domestically produced goods and services become favorable as imports are more 

discouraged. 

The components of final demand, consisting of household consumption; 

investment; and government consumption, is stimulated by the growth of real GDP. 

The export component of final demand is stimulated by favorable price of export 

goods and services. The second round of growth effect, accounted for by the growth 

of real GDP and investment at the current period, is also measured in terms of growth 

of real GDP driven by second round investment distributed across the economy.  
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In terms of environmental effects, capital accumulation in railways sector 

produces effect to total petroleum consumption. Expansionary effect is the result of 

growth of real GDP. The saving effect is the result of substitution away from ordinary 

less efficient mode of transport to more efficient rail transport. The net effect is 

measured in terms of energy intensity of growth of real GDP. It is usually called 

energy elasticity. The magnitude of environmental effects is measured in terms of 

physical quantity of carbon dioxides per unit of output.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6  Growth Connection of the Economic System 

 

The study of impacts of investment are divided into 2 stages for observe 

continued effects of capital accumulation in railway sector that is the source of 

growth of investment and economic in the future period in all sectors, as shown in 

Figure 3.7. Rail investment in period T-1 is the source of real GDP growth in period T 

which allocates investment in period T for sector j. Investment program of sector j in 

the period t is the source of real GDP growth in period T+1 which allocates 

investment in period T+1 for sector j. Measurement of economic impacts of rail 

investment is considered complete when impacts of investment in period T becomes 

visible in period T+1. 

STEP 1 

Shock investment (Z2_1) in period T-1 

(Railways sector = x %)  

 

STEP 2 

Shock investment (Z2) in period T 

(All sector = Result Z2 from step1) 
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Figure 3.7  Timing of Investment Impact Measurement 

 

Growth of output across the economy, driven by growth of demand induced 

by favorable price of goods and services relative to imports, involves increasing uses 

of goods and services for intermediate factors. Petroleum is one of essential 

intermediate factors used by all production. Output growth driven by rail investment 

is connected with the environment via uses of petroleum. Environmental impacts is 

measured in terms of quantity of CO2 emission for a unit of increased output. Uses of 

petroleum in value terms is converted to quantity of CO2 emission for a unit of 

increased output.  

 

3.4  CGE Model Implementation 

 

The CGE model was implemented by GEMPACK (Harrison and Pearson 

2002). The lists of variables, exogenous variables, equations and coefficients are 

shown in Table 3.2-Table3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Period T-1 

Rail Investment t-1 

Period T 

Real GDP Growth 

Period T 

Investment Program Sector j 

Period T+1 

Real GDP Growth 

Period T+1 

Investment Program Sector j 
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Table 3.2  Variables Specification, Representation and Range 

 

No. Variable Description Range 

1 
sip ,0  Price of domestically produced goods and 

imported goods 

120 

2 
jp01  Price of labor 60 

3 
jp02  Capital rental price 60 

4 
jp03  Indirect tax rate 60 

5 1cpi  Consumer price index 1 

6 2cpi  Investment price index 1 

7 3cpi  Government consumption price index 1 

8 
jrp01  Real price of labor 60 

9 
jrp02  Real capital rental price 60 

10 xr  Exchange rate 1 

11 
ipw1  Export price 60 

12 
ipw2  Import price 60 

13 
iv  Foreign liberalization 60 

14 
it  Import tax 60 

15 
ifx4  Foreign demand independent shift 60 

16 
sjix ,,0  Produced input used by commodity 

production 

7,200 

17 
jx01  Labor input used by commodity production 60 

18 
jx02  Capital input used by commodity production 60 

19 
jx03  Indirect taxes for commodity production 60 

20 
jz01  Commodity supply and demand 60 

21 
iz02  Imports of commodity i 60 

22 gdpi  Nominal gross domestic products computed 

from value added (income-side nominal GDP) 

1 

23 1va  Total value of labor input 1 

24 2va  Total value of capital input 1 

25 3va  Total value of indirect taxes 1 

26 gdpe  Nominal gross domestic products computed 

from demand for commodity (expenditure-

side nominal GDP) 

1 

27 gdpr  Real GDP 1 

28 gdpdf  GDP deflator 1 

29 1c  Total household consumption 1 

30 2c  Total investment consumption 1 
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Table 3.2  (Continued) 

 

No. Variable Description Range 

31 3c  Total government consumption 1 

32 rc1  Total real household consumption 1 

33 rc2  Total real investment consumption 1 

34 rc3  Total real government consumption 1 

35 e  Total value of exports 1 

36 m  Total value of imports 1 

37 BT  Change in trade balance 1 

38 DT  Change in trade balance-GDP ratio 1 

39 
six ,1  Breakdown household consumption of 

commodity i 

120 

40 
sjix ,,2  Breakdown investment consumption of 

commodity i 

7,200 

41 
six ,3  Breakdown government consumption of 

commodity i 

120 

42 
ix4  Exports of commodity i 60 

43 
six ,5  Breakdown inventory 120 

44 
ix6  Breakdown special export 60 

45 
jr0  Current rate of return 60 

46 1r  Future rate of return 1 

47 
jk0  Current capital stock 60 

48 
jk1  Future capital stock 60 

49 
jz2  Capital goods output 60 

50 
jpz2  Capital cost 60 

51 
jk 1_0  Past capital stock 60 

52 
jz 1_2  Total past investment 60 

53 
ifx4  Shift investment 60 

54 oil  Oil consumption (Quantity) 1 

55 oilv  Oil consumption (Value) 1 

56 fdoil _  Oil consumption in final demand (Quantity) 1 

57 fdvoil _  Oil consumption in final demand (Value) 1 

58 int_oil  Oil consumption in intermediate (Quantity) 1 

59 voil int_  Oil consumption in intermediate (Value) 1 

60 railoil _  Oil consumption in railways sector (Quantity) 1 
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Table 3.2  (Continued) 

 

No. Variable Description Range 

61 railvoil _  Oil consumption in railways sector (Value) 1 

62 roadoil _  Oil consumption in road freight transport 

sector (Quantity) 

1 

63 roadvoil _  Oil consumption in road freight transport 

sector (Value) 

1 

64 landoil _  Oil consumption in land transport (Quantity) 1 

65 landvoil _  Oil consumption in land transport  (Value) 1 

 Total  16,414 

 

 

 

Table 3.3  Structural Exogenous Variables and Range 

 

No. Variable Comment Range 

1 
jp03  Indirect tax rate 60 

2 
jrp01  Real price of labor 60 

3 
ipw2  Import price 60 

4 
iv  Foreign liberalization 60 

5 
it  Import tax 60 

6 
ifx4  Foreign demand independent shift 60 

7 
jk0  Current capital stock 60 

8 
jz2  Capital goods output 60 

9 xr  Exchange rate 1 

 Total  481 

Note:  In the case of analyses the impact with adjustable exchange rate replace 

exchange rate ( xr ) with change in trade balance-GDP ratio ( DT ).  
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Table 3.4  Equations Specification in Linear Percentage Change Form and Range 

(The Convention of Lower Case Variables, and Upper Case Parameter is Used) 

 

No. Equation Range 

1 Total demand for domestic goods  

 
1,,1,,

60

1

1,1,1,,1,,

60

1

22110001 jiji

j

iijiji

j

i xRXxRXxRXz  


 

                  iiiiiiii xRXxRXxRXxRX 66554433 1,1,1,1,   

60 

2 Total demand for imported goods  

 
2,,2,,

60

1

2,2,2,,2,,

60

1

22110002 jiji

j

iijiji

j

i xRXxRXxRXz  


  

                  2,2,2,2, 5533 iiii xRXxRX   

60 

3 Production function  

 
)000(010 ,

2

1

,,,,, ri

s

rjisiijsji pSZXpzx 


   7,200 

 ))022011(01(0101 jjjjjjjj pSFACpSFACpzx    60 

 ))022011(02(0202 jjjjjjjj pSFACpSFACpzx    60 

4 Indirect taxes  

 
1,0030103 jjjj ppzx   60 

5 Total employment  

 
)0101(011

60

1

jj

j

j pxSva 


 1 

6 Total capital stock  

 
)0202(022

60

1

jj

j

j pxSva 


 1 

7 Total indirect taxes collection  

 
)0303(033

60

1

jj

j

j pxSva 


 1 

8 Gross domestic products computed from income  

 303202101 vaHvaHvaHgdpi   1 

9 Household consumption  

 
sisi pcx ,, 011   120 

10 Investment spending  

 
)020(22 ,

2

1

,,,,, ri

s

rjisiijsji pSZXpzx  


  7,200 

11 Government expenditure  

 
sisi pcx ,, 033   120 

12 Export demand  

 
iiii fxxpw 441    60 
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Table 3.4  (Continued) 

 

No. Equation Range 

13 Inventory stock  

 gdprx si ,5  120 

14 Special export demand  

 gdprx i 6  60 

15 Price of domestic goods  

 
)00(0)00(0010 2,,2,

60

1

2,,1,,1,

60

1

1,,1, jii

i

jijii

i

jijj xpHXxpHXzp  


                                )002(02)001(01 jjjjjj xpHXxpHX   

                                )003(03 jjj xpHX   

60 

16 Export price  

 
iii vxrpwp  10 1,  60 

17 Import price  

 
iii txrpwp  20 2,  60 

18 Consumer price index  

 
2,

60

1

2,1,

60

1

1, 01011 i

i

ii

i

i pSXpSXcpi  


 1 

19 Investment consumption price index  

 
j

j

j pzBZcpi 222
60

1




 1 

20 Government consumption price index  

 
2,

60

1

2,1,

60

1

1, 03033 i

i

ii

i

i pSXpSXcpi 


  1 

21 Normal household consumption  

 gdpec 1  1 

22 Normal investment consumption  

 gdpec 2  1 

23 Total investment consumption  

 
)22(22

60

1

jj

j

j zpzBZc 


 1 

24 Normal government consumption  

 gdpec 3  1 

25 Real household consumption  

 111 cpicrc   1 

26 Real investment consumption  

 222 cpicrc   1 

27 Real government consumption  

 333 cpicrc   1 
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Table 3.4  (Continued) 

 

No. Equation Range 

28 Total export  

 
)41(4

60

1

ii

i

i xpwHXe 


 1 

29 Total import  

 
)022(

60

1

ii

i

i zpwHMm 


 1 

30 Ordinary change in trade balance  

 mMeEBT 100  1 

31 Ordinary change in trade balance – GDP ratio   

 gdpeMEmMeEDTGDP )()(100   1 

32 Real wage  

 10101 cpiprp jj   60 

33 Real price of capital (real capital rent)  

 10202 cpiprp jj   60 

34 Demand-side GDP  

 
)10(1)10(1 2,2,2,

60

1

1,1,1,

60

1

iii

i

iii

i

xpSHXxpSHXgdpe  


 

            )20(2)20(2 2,,2,2,,

60

1

60

1

1,,1,1,,

60

1

60

1

jiiji

ji

jiiji

ji

xpSHXxpSHX  


 

             )30(3)30(3 2,2,2,

60

1

1,1,1,

60

1

iii

i

iii

i

xpSHXxpSHX  


 

             )40(4 1,

60

1

iii

i

xpSHX 


 

             )50(5)50(5 2,2,2,

60

1

1,1,1,

60

1

iii

i

iii

i

xpSHXxpSHX  


 

             )60(6 1,

60

1

iii

i

xpSHX 


   )020(02 2,

60

1

iii

i

zpSHZ 


 

1 
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Table 3.4  (Continued) 

 

No. Equation Range 

35 GDP deflator  

 
2,2,

60

1

1,1,

60

1

0101 ii

i

ii

i

pSHXpSHXgdpdf  


 

             
2,2,,

60

1

60

1

1,1,,

60

1

60

1

0202 iji

ji

iji

ji

pSHXpSHX  


 

             
2,2,

60

1

1,1,

60

1

0303 ii

i

ii

i

pSHXpSHX  


 

             
1,

60

1

04 ii

i

pSHX 


 

             
2,2,

60

1

1,1,

60

1

0505 ii

i

ii

i

pSHXpSHX  


 

             
1,

60

1

06 ii

i

pSHX 


  
2,

60

1

002 ii

i

pSHZ 


 

1 

36 Real GDP  

 gdpdfgdpegdpr   1 

37 Capital production cost  

 
)20(2)20(222 2,,2,2,,

60

1

1,,1,1,,

60

1

jiiji

i

jiiji

i

jj xpHXxpHXzpz  


 60 

38 Rate of return on capital  

 )202(0 jjjj pzpQr   60 

39 Capital mobility across sector  

 
jjjj rkkr 0)01(1    1 

40 Capital accumulation  

 
jjjjjj fzzGkGk 2)2(0)1(1   60 

41 Capital utilization  

 
jj kx 002   60 

42 Past capital accumulation  

 )1_2(1_0)1(0 jjjjj zGkGk   60 
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Table 3.4  (Continued) 

 

No. Equation Range 

43 Petroleum consumption (Quantity)  

 
2,,302,,30

60

1

1,,301,,30

60

1

0000 jj

j

jj

j

xSCXxSCXoil  


 

          2,302,301,301,30 1111 xSCXxSCX   

          
2,,302,,30

60

1

1,301,,30

60

1

2222 jj

j

jj

j

xSCXxSCX  


 

          2,302,301,301,30 3333 xSCXxSCX   

          
3030 44 xSCX   

          2,302,301,301,30 5555 xSCXxSCX   

          
3030 66 xSCX   

1 

44 Petroleum consumption (Value)  

 
)00(0)00(0 2,,302,302,,30

60

1

1,,301,301,,30

60

1

jj

j

jj

j

xpSCXxpSCXoilv  


         )10(1)10(1 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSCXxpSCX    

)20(2)20(2 2,,302,302,,30

60

1

1,,301,301,,30

60

1

jj

j

jj

j

xpSCXxpSCX  


         )30(3)30(3 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSCXxpSCX   

         )40(4 301,3030 xpSCX   

         )50(5)50(5 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSCXxpSCX   

         )60(6 301,3030 xpSCX   

1 

45 Petroleum consumption in intermediate (Quantity)  

 
2,,302,,30

60

1

1,,301,,30

60

1

0000int_ jj

j

jj

j

xSINXxSINXoil  


 1 

46 Petroleum  consumption in intermediate (Value)  

 
)00(0int_ 1,,301,301,,30

60

1

jj

j

xpSINXvoil 


     

                )00(0 2,,302,302,,30

60

1

jj

j

xpSINX 


 

1 

47 Petroleum consumption in railways sector (Quantity)  

 
2,59,30Im1,59,30 0000_ xSRAILXxSRAILXrailoil portDomestic   1 

48 Petroleum consumption in railways sector (Value)  

 )00(0_ 1,59,301,30 xpSRAILXrailvoil Domestic       

                 )00(0 2,59,302,30Im xpSRAILX port   
1 
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Table 3.4  (Continued) 

 

No. Equation Range 

49 Petroleum consumption in final demand (Quantity)  

 
2,302,301,301,30 1111_ xSFDXxSFDXfdoil   

              
2,,302,,30

60

1

1,301,,30

60

1

2222 jj

j

jj

j

xSFDXxSFDX  


 

              2,302,301,301,30 3333 xSFDXxSCFDX   

              
3030 44 xSFDX   

              2,302,301,301,30 5555 xSFDXxSFDX   

              
3030 66 xSFDX   

1 

50 Petroleum consumption in final demand (Value)  

 )10(1)10(1_ 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSFDXxpSFDXfdvoil   

               )20(2 1,,301,301,,30

60

1

jj

j

xpSFDX 


 

               )20(2 2,,302,302,,30

60

1

jj

j

xpSFDX 


 

               )30(3)30(3 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSFDXxpSFDX   

               )40(4 301,3030 xpSFDX   

               )50(5)50(5 2,302,302,301,301,301,30 xpSFDXxpSFDX   

               )60(6 301,3030 xpSFDX   

1 

51 Petroleum consumption in road freight transport sector (Quantity)  

 
2,59,30Im1,59,30 0000_ xSROADXxSROADXroadoil portDomestic   1 

52 Petroleum consumption in road freight transport sector (Value)  

 )00(0_ 1,59,301,30 xpSROADXrailvoil Domestic       

                 )00(0 2,59,302,30Im xpSROADX port   
1 

53 Petroleum consumption in land transport (Quantity)  

 
2,59,30Im1,59,30 00_ xSRAILxSRAILlandoil portDomestic   

                2,60,30Im1,60,30 00 xSROADxSROAD portDomestic   
1 

54 Petroleum consumption in land transport (Value)  

 )00(_ 1,59,301,30 xpSRAILlandvoil Domestic       

                  )00( 2,59,302,30Im xpSRAIL port   

                  )00( 1,60,301,30 xpSROADDomestic   

                  )00( 2,60,301,30Im xpSROAD port   

1 

 Total 15,933 
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Table 3.5  Computation of Coefficients, Shares and Parameters 

 

No. Representation symbol Description 

1 




60

1

1,,1,

60

1

1,, 21001
j

jii

j

jii XXXZ  

                 
1,1,1,1, 6543 iiii XXXX   

Sector output value (Total 

domestic demand) 

2 ijiji ZXRX 01/00 1,,1,,   
Share of intermediate demand 

in total demand for domestic 

goods 

3 iii ZXRX 01/11 1,1,   
Share of household demand in 

total demand for domestic 

goods 

4 ijiji ZXRX 01/22 1,,1,,   
Share of investment demand 

in total demand for domestic 

goods 

5 iii ZXRX 01/33 1,1,   
Share of government demand 

in total demand for domestic 

goods 

6 iii ZXRX 01/44 1,1,   
Share of export demand in 

total demand for domestic 

goods 

7 iii ZXRX 01/55 1,1,   
Share of inventory demand in 

total demand for domestic 

goods 

8 iii ZXRX 01/66 1,1,   
Share of special export 

demand in total demand for 

domestic goods 

9 




60

1

2,,2,

60

1

2,, 21002
j

jii

j

jii XXXZ  

                 2,2, 53 ii XX   

Total import demand 

10 ijiji ZXRX 02/00 2,,2,,   
Share of intermediate demand 

in total demand for imported 

goods 

11 iii ZXRX 02/11 2,2,   
Share of household demand in 

total demand for imported 

goods 

12 ijiji ZXRX 02/22 2,,2,,   
Share of investment demand 

in total demand for imported 

goods 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol Description 

13 iii ZXRX 02/33 2,2,   
Share of government demand 

in total demand for imported 

goods 

14 iii ZXRX 02/55 2,2,   
Share of inventory demand in 

total demand for imported 

goods 

15 sjiX ,,0  Intermediate material demand 

16 jjj

s i

sjij XXXXSPLY 0302010
2

1

60

1

,, 
 

 Total supply 

17 jsjisji SPLYXHX /00 ,,,,   Domestic and import share in 

total supply 

18 jsjisji SPLYXHX /0101 ,,,,   Labor share in total supply 

19 jsjisji SPLYXHX /0202 ,,,,   Capital share in total supply 

20 jsjisji SPLYXHX /0303 ,,,,   Indirect taxes share in total 

supply 

21 
 


2

1

60

1

,,2
s i

sjij XINV  Total investment 

22 jsjisji INVXHX /22 ,,,,   Share of investment in total 

investment  

23 
jj

j

j
XX

X
SAFC

0201

01
1


  

Labor share in primary factor  

(combined labor and capital 

demand) 

24 
jj

j

j
XX

X
SAFC

0201

02
2


  

Capital share in primary factor  

(combined labor and capital 

demand) 

25  


60

1
011

j
XVA  Total labor 

26  


60

1
022

j
XVA  Total capital 

27  


60

1
033

j
XVA  Total indirect tax 

28 1/0101 VAXS jj   Sector share in total labor 

demand 

29 2/0202 VAXS jj   Sector share in total capital 

demand 

30 3/0303 VAXS jj   Sector share in total indirect 

tax demand 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol Description 

31 321 VAVAVAGDPI   Income-side GDP (demand-

side GDP) 

32 
321

1
01

VAVAVA

VA
H


  Total labor share in income-

side GDP 

33 
321

2
02

VAVAVA

VA
H


  Total capital share in income-

side GDP 

34 
321

3
03

VAVAVA

VA
H


  Total indirect tax share in 

income-side GDP 

35 
2,,1,,

,,

,,
00

0
0

jiji

sji

sji
XX

X
SZX


  

Domestic-import share in 

combined domestic-import 

intermediate material demand 

36 
2,,1,,

,,

,,
22

2
2

jiji

sji

sji
XX

X
SZX


  

Domestic-import share in 

combined domestic-import 

investment demand 

37 
 


2

1

60

1

,11
s i

siXC  Total household consumption 

38 
 


2

1

60

1,

,,22
s ji

sjiXC  Total investment consumption 

39 
 


2

1

60

1

,33
s i

siXC  Total government 

consumption 

40 
 


2

1

60

1

,55
s i

siXC  Total inventory 

41 



60

1

66
i

iXC  Total special exports 

42 1/11 ,, CXSX sisi   
Domestic and import demand 

share in total household 

consumption 

43 2/22 ,,,, CXSX sjisji   
Domestic and import demand 

share in total investment 

consumption 

44 3/33 ,, CXSX sisi   
Domestic and import demand 

share in total government 

consumption 

45 



60

1

4
i

iXE  Total export 

46 



60

1

02
i

iZM  Total import 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol Description 

47 MECCCCCGDPE  65321  Demand-side GDP 

48 EXHX ii /44   Share in total exports 

49 MZHM ii /02  Share in total imports 

50 GDPEXSHX sisi /11 ,,   
Domestic and import share of 

household consumption in 

demand-side GDP  

51 GDPEXSHX sjisji /22 ,,,,   
Domestic and import share of 

investment consumption in 

demand-side GDP  

52 GDPEXSHX sisi /33 ,,   
Domestic and import share of 

government consumption in 

demand-side GDP  

53 GDPEXSHX ii /44   Share of export in demand 

side GDP  

54 GDPEXSHX sisi /55 ,,   
Domestic and import share of 

inventory in demand-side 

GDP  

55 GDPEXSHX ii /66   Share of special export in 

demand-side GDP  

56 GDPEZSHZ ii /0202   Share of total import in 

demand-side GDP  

57 
j

jj

j
R

DR
Q

0

0 
  

Coefficient of capital (saving) 

in depreciation, computed 

from IO table 

58 
jj

j

j
ZK

Z
G

20

2


  Coefficient of future capital 

stock, computed from IO table 

59 j  

Computed elasticity between 

jj KK 0/1  and 
jRR 0/1  ; 

specify 1j  

60 i  Computed commodities price 

elasticity 

61 j  Computed primary factor 

price elasticity 

62 i  Computed export price 

elasticity 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol 
Description 

64 
 


60

1
01

01
01

j j

j

i

Z

Z
SZ  Share in total national output 

65 2,,301,,30 000_ jjj XXXOIL   Total petroleum consumption 

in intermediate 

66 jjj SPLYXOILOILCOEF /0__   Coefficient of petroleum 

consumption 

67 iii ZZCOM 0201   Total commodity demand 

68 isjisji COMTINYXSCX /)0(0 ,,,,   Share of intermediate input  in 

total demand 

69 isisi COMTINYXSCX /)1(1 ,,   Share of household 

consumption in total demand 

70 isjisji COMTINYXSCX /)2(2 ,,,,   Share of investment 

consumption in total demand 

71 isisi COMTINYXSCX /)3(3 ,,   Share of government 

consumption in total demand 

72 iii COMTINYXSCX /)4(4   Share of  export in total 

demand 

73 isisi COMTINYXSCX /)5(5 ,,   Share of inventory in total 

demand 

74 iii COMTINYXSCX /)6(6   Share of special export in total 

demand 

75 
ii

j

jiii XXXXFDD 4321 1,

60

1

1,,1,  


 

             ii XX 65 1,   

Final demand (domestic) 

76 2,2,

60

1

2,,2, 5321 ii

j

jiii XXXXFDI  


 Final demand (import) 

77 iii FDIFDDFDT   Total final demand 

78 isisi FDTTINYXSFDX /)1(1 ,,   Share of intermediate input  in 

final demand 

79 isjisji FDTTINYXSFDX /)2(2 ,,,,   Share of investment 

consumption in final demand 

80 isisi FDTTINYXSFDX /)3(3 ,,   Share of government 

consumption in final demand 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol 
Description 

81 iii FDTTINYXSFDX /)4(4   Share of  export in final 

demand 

82 isisi FDTTINYXSFDX /)5(5 ,,   Share of inventory in final 

demand 

83 iii FDTTINYXSFDX /)6(6   Share of special export in final 

demand 

84 iii FDDZIND  01             Domestic intermediate input 

85 iii FDIZINI  02  Import intermediate input 

86 iii INIINDINT   Total intermediate input 

87 isjisji INTTINYXSINX /)0(0 ,,,,   
Share of domestic and import 

intermediate in total 

intermediate input 

88 1,59,300XRAILD   
Domestic petroleum 

consumption in railways 

sector 

89 2,59,300XRAILI   
Import petroleum 

consumption in railways 

sector 

90 RAILIRAILDRAILT   Total petroleum consumption 

in railways sector 

91 RAILTRAILDSRAILX domestic /0   
Share of domestic petroleum 

consumption in railways 

sector 

92 RAILTRAILISRAILX port /0 Im   
Share of import petroleum 

consumption in railways 

sector 

93 1,60,300XROADD  
Domestic petroleum 

consumption in road freight 

transport sector 

94 2,60,300XROADI   
Import petroleum 

consumption in road freight 

transport sector 

95 ROADIROADDROADT   Total petroleum consumption 

in road freight transport sector 
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Table 3.5  (Continued) 

 

No. Representation symbol Description 

96 ROADTROADDSROADX domestic /0   
Share of domestic petroleum 

consumption in road freight 

transport sector 

97 ROADTROADISROADX port /0Im   
Share of import petroleum 

consumption in road freight 

transport sector 

98 1,60,301,59,30 00 XXLANDD   Domestic petroleum 

consumption in land transport 

99 2,60,302,59,30 00 XXLANDI   Import petroleum 

consumption in land transport 

100 LANDILANDDLANDT   Total petroleum consumption 

in land transport 

101 LANDTXSRAILdomestic /0 1,59,30  
Share of domestic petroleum 

consumption of railways 

sector in land transport 

102 LANDTXSRAILimport /0 2,59,30  
Share of import petroleum 

consumption of railways 

sector in land transport 

103 LANDTXSROADdomestic /0 1,60,30  
Share of domestic petroleum 

consumption of road freight 

transport in land transport 

104 LANDTXSROADimport /0 2,60,30  
Share of import petroleum 

consumption of road freight 

transport in land transport 

 

 



  

CHAPTER 4 

 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

 

4.1  Overview 

 

Benefit of rail transport infrastructure development is evaluated through a 

CGE model in terms of projection of change in real GDP and potential environmental 

impacts. Increased rail investment lowers price of railways services and other goods 

and services across the economy through linkage effects.  

ORANI type of investment function (Dixon et al., 1982) is used in the CGE 

model. The allocation of investment across industries is ascertained by the 

equalization of net rate of return for industry j. The investment behavior is based on 

the assumption that capital in industry j take one period to install; a period may be 

different lengths of time for different industries; that investments are mobile and 

flows toward sectors with more favorable net rate of return.  

The final demand component of the CGE model consists of household 

consumption; investment; and government consumption. The behavior of household 

consumption is based on Cobb-Douglas utility maximization. The behavior of 

investment expenditure is based on Cobb-Douglas cost minimization. The behavior of 

government spending is based on Cobb-Douglas utility maximization. Exports of 

goods and services is inversely related with export price and positively related with 

foreign income. To isolate economic impacts, foreign income is held constant. The 

propensity to spend of households, investors, and government is assumed constant 

which allows the aggregate level of these components to adjust positively with change 

in nominal GDP. 

In this study, two simulation assumptions are projected to study the possible 

effects of investment in rail transport. The first simulation assumption analyses the 
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impact of increased capital accumulation in railway in the context of adjustable 

currency exchange. The second simulation assumption analyses the impact of 

increased capital accumulation in railway with stable currency exchange. 

The adjustable exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the 

assumption of constant trade balance-GDP ratio (delDT) which represents the 

macroeconomic management for external stability. In this simulation assumption, 

exchange rate adjustment is endogenously determined within the model. The foreign 

currency demand and supply are always in equilibrium. In contrast, the fixed 

exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the assumption of disequilibrium of 

imports and exports. Change in trade balance is endogenously determined within the 

model. The change in trade balance is interpreted as the change in economic stability, 

and need for change in the trade policy. 

In terms of application, the projection can be used to assess rail transport 

infrastructure development plan of the Strategies on Thailand's Infrastructure 

Development in Transportation 2015-2022, to offer double track rail transport system 

which will be implemented in Phase I (2015-2018). 

 

Table 4.1  Rail Transport Infrastructure Development Projects (Phase I: 2015-2018) 

 
Project line Distance 

(Kilometer) 

Budget 

(Million Baht) 

Thanon Chira junction - Khon Kean 185 26,007 

Prachuap Khiri Khan - Chumphon 167 17,293 

Nakhon Pathom - Hua Hin 165 20,038 

Total 517 63,338 

 

Source: OTP, Strategies on Thailand's Infrastructure Development in Transportation  

2015-2022, 2014: 9. 

 
As shows in Table 4.1, rail transport development which offer double track 

rail transport system and signaling improvement in Phase I (2015-2018) will cover 

three lines: (1) Thanon Chira junction - Khon Kean; (2) Prachuap Khiri Khan - 

Chumphon; and (3) Nakhon Pathom - Hua Hin. Total outlay for double track 

development project is 63,338 million baht (OTP, 2014). Compared with total assets 
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of the State Railway of Thailand which amounts to 164,387 million (State Enterprise 

Policy Office [SEPO], 2015), the investment cost of 63,338 million baht accounts for 

an increase by 38.53%.  

 

4.2 Macroeconomic Results 

 

The CGE projection of impacts of rail transport reform investment found 

important contribution to growth of real GDP. As shows in Table 4.2, the results are 

reported in simulation assumption I and II for adjustable exchange rate and fixed 

exchange rate respectively. For 38.53% increase in investment in railways sector 

contributes to increase in real GDP in period T by 0.002704 % and 0.000669% in for 

simulation assumption I and II respectively.  

The increased supply of capital in railways sector initiates a fall in cost of rail 

transport, which is transmitted to a fall in price of goods and services across the 

economy through linkages in connection with rail transport. Increase in real GDP is 

the result of an increase in value-added following output growth driven by a fall in 

price of goods and services across the economy. Output growth involves 5 sources, 

including growth of export, household consumption, government consumption, 

investment consumption, and intermediate demand for domestically produced goods 

and services. Export growth is driven by fall in export price relative to world price. 

Growth of other final demand comprising household consumption, government 

consumption, and investment consumption is driven by fall in price of domestically 

produced goods and services across the economy. Growth of intermediate demand for 

domestically produced goods and services is driven by a fall in price of domestically 

produced goods and services across the economy used as input for production relative 

to import price.  

The growth effect is computed in two phases: period T and T+1. Real GDP 

growth in period T is the outcome of rail investment in period T-1 whereas growth in 

period T+1 is the outcome of change in investment across all sectors of the economy 

in period T. Real GDP growth in period T initiates change in allocation of investment 

for various sectors which results in change in real GDP in period T+1.  
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The driver for real GDP growth is the fall in cost of rail transport which 

effects increase in cost competitiveness of goods and services, increase in output, and 

increase in value-added. Advance in economic growth is accompanied by -0.001995% 

inflation in period T and 0.000091% in period T+1. Inflation is caused by excess 

demand advanced by growth of demand for goods and services over capital supply 

constraint in period T and T+1. As shown in Figure 4.1, economic growth shown as 

advance from D1 to D2 effects increase in both quantity in terms of real GDP and 

price in terms of inflation. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1  Growth of Demand for Goods and Services and Price Effect in Period T  

and T+1 

 

Inflation level is positive in simulation assumption II compared to negative 

inflation in simulation assumption I due to difference in substitution effect between 

the two assumptions. Fixed exchange rate keeps constant price parity between 

imported goods and domestic goods despite change in domestic price which effects in 

absence of substitution between import goods and domestic goods. Production cost 

falls in greater degree in simulation assumption I as change in exchange rate effects in 

substitution away from imported goods and toward greater use of domestically 

produced goods and services which become cheaper as a result of decreased domestic 

prices. 

Quantity 

Supply 

Demand1 (D1) 

Price 

Demand2 (D2) 
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Table 4.2   Percentage Change in Macroeconomic Variables 

 

Variable Description Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

cpi1 Consumer Price Index -0.001705 0.000082 -0.000673 0.000049 

cpi2 Investment Price Index -0.001041 0.000098 -0.000009 0.000065 

cpi3 Government Consumption Price Index -0.002605 0.000173 -0.001573 0.000140 

va1 Total Value of Labor Input -0.021319 0.000828 -0.020287 0.000795 

va2 Total Value of Capital Input 0.011059 0.000715 0.012091 0.000682 

va3 Total Value of Indirect Taxes 0.017291 0.000835 0.018323 0.000802 

r1 Future Rate of Return 0.001966 0.000015 0.001966 0.000015 

e Total Value of Exports 0.003763 0.001760 0.003763 0.001760 

m Total Value of Imports 0.003073 0.001534 0.003073 0.001534 

xr Exchange Rate -0.001032 0.000033 0 0 

delDT Change in Trade Balance-GDP Ratio  0 0 0.000002 0.000000 

gdpi Income-side nominal DGP 0.000709 0.000761 0.001741 0.000727 

gdpe Expenditure-side nominal GDP 0.000709 0.000761 0.001741 0.000727 

gdpdf GDP Deflator -0.001995 0.000091 -0.000963 0.000058 

gdpr Real GDP 0.002704 0.000669 0.002704 0.000669 
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4.3 Industry-specific Results 

 

A number of factors influence change in structure of the economy in terms of 

unequal growth of output of respective sector. Rail investment reduces rail transport 

cost and price which reduces cost of goods and services of respective sectors with 

different degree as share of rail transport cost in costs of goods and services differs for 

respective sector.  

As shown in Table 4.3, output of respective sector changes at different degree. 

In terms of 38.53% increase in railways investment in period T-1, the growth of other 

sectors is stimulated, including, railways, animal food, maize, industrial machinery, 

and plastic wares. Rubber (Latex) is effected the least. 

As shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the total economic growth initiated by 

railways investment in period T-1 brings about distribution of investment of 

respective sector in period T. Change in distribution is input into the CGE model to 

evaluate second round economic effects for period T+1. Growth of animal food sector 

is the strongest, followed by maize, industrial machinery, railways, and plastic wares. 

Rubber products sector is affected the least. 

Sectors that benefits from railways service are those having larger share of rail 

service in their cost structure. For example, rail service share in cost structure of 

animal food, industrial machinery, and plastic wares accounts for 7.6173%, 9.2157%, 

and 2.6668% respectively. In contrast, rail service share in cost structure of rubber 

(Latex), and rubber products account for 0.0837% and 0.0771% respectively.  
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Table 4.3  Percentage Change in Sectoral Outputs Resulting from Capital Accumulation and Investment  

 

Sector Description Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

001 Paddy 0.004342  0.002562  0.004342  0.002562  

002 Maize 0.028083  0.026836  0.028083  0.026836  

003 Cassava 0.004575  0.002755  0.004575  0.002755  

004 Beans and Nuts 0.001663  -0.000113  0.001663  -0.000113  

005 Vegetables and Fruits 0.001190  -0.000021  0.001190  -0.000021  

006 Sugarcane 0.002884  0.001848  0.002884  0.001848  

007 Rubber (Latex) 0.000651  -0.001602  0.000651  -0.001602  

008 Other Crops 0.001679  0.000403  0.001679  0.000403  

009 Livestock 0.002314  0.001667  0.002314  0.001667  

010 Forestry 0.002605  -0.000851  0.002605  -0.000851  

011 Fishery 0.002687  0.002121  0.002687  0.002121  

012 Crude Oil and Coal 0.001163  -0.001063  0.001163  -0.001063  

013 Metal Ore 0.002054  0.001481  0.002054  0.001481  

014 Non-Metal Ore 0.001678  0.000203  0.001678  0.000203  

015 Slaughtering 0.002220  0.001147  0.002220  0.001147  
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 

 

Sector Description Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

016 Processing and Preserving of Foods 0.002682  0.001242  0.002682  0.001242  

017 Rice and Other Grain Milling 0.004409  0.002595  0.004409  0.002595  

018 Sugar Refineries 0.002884  0.001855  0.002884  0.001855  

019 Other Foods 0.003537  0.002046  0.003537  0.002046  

020 Animal Food 0.046895  0.043651  0.046895  0.043651  

021 Beverages 0.001578  0.000305  0.001578  0.000305  

022 Tobacco Processing and Products 0.002589  0.000543  0.002589  0.000543  

023 Spinning, Weaving and Bleaching 0.001650  -0.001001  0.001650  -0.001001  

024 Textile Products 0.001589  -0.000818  0.001589  -0.000818  

025 Paper and Paper Products 0.001830  -0.000012  0.001830  -0.000012  

026 Printing and Publishing 0.001666  -0.000154  0.001666  -0.000154  

027 Basic Chemical Products 0.001312  -0.001202  0.001312  -0.001202  

028 Fertilizer and Pesticides 0.001911  0.000492  0.001911  0.000492  

029 Other Chemical Products 0.003022  0.001142  0.003022  0.001142  

030 Petroleum Refineries 0.002450  0.000840  0.002450  0.000840  
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 

 

Sector Description Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

031 Rubber Products 0.001088  -0.001845  0.001088  -0.001845  

032 Plastic Wares 0.009234  0.006611  0.009234  0.006611  

033 Cement and Concrete Products 0.002010  0.000774  0.002010  0.000774  

034 Other Non-metallic Products 0.001976  -0.000271  0.001976  -0.000271  

035 Iron and Steel 0.003826  0.001802  0.003826  0.001802  

036 Non-ferrous Metal 0.005764  0.003868  0.005764  0.003868  

037 Fabricated Metal Products 0.002190  0.000264  0.002190  0.000264  

038 Industrial Machinery 0.012672  0.012490  0.012672  0.012490  

039 Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 0.002293  0.001009  0.002293  0.001009  

040 Motor Vehicles and Repairing 0.004127  0.003008  0.004127  0.003008  

041 Other Transportation Equipment 0.007236  0.004032  0.007236  0.004032  

042 Leather Products 0.001397  -0.001079  0.001397  -0.001079  

043 Saw Mills and Wood Products 0.002096  -0.000601  0.002096  -0.000601  

044 Other Manufacturing Products 0.007026  0.004760  0.007026  0.004761  

045 Electricity and Gas 0.003126  0.000723  0.003126  0.000723  
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 

 

Sector Description Simulation Assumption I 

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

046 Water Works and Supply 0.002406  0.000648  0.002406  0.000648  

047 Building Construction 0.001827  0.000653  0.001827  0.000653  

048 Public Works and Other Construction 0.001750  0.000661  0.001750  0.000661  

049 Trade 0.001310  -0.000544  0.001310  -0.000544  

050 Restaurants and Hotels 0.001956  0.000530  0.001956  0.000530  

051 Transportation 0.002646  0.000552  0.002646  0.000552  

052 Communication 0.002352  0.000821  0.002352  0.000821  

053 Banking and Insurance 0.002405  0.000665  0.002405  0.000665  

054 Real Estate 0.001035  0.001072  0.001035  0.001072  

055 Business Services 0.002662  0.000657  0.002662  0.000657  

056 Public Services 0.002267  0.000565  0.002267  0.000565  

057 Other Services 0.002405  0.000638  0.002405  0.000638  

058 Unclassified 0.003269  0.000644  0.003269  0.000644  

059 Railways 0.629198  0.008805  0.629198  0.008805  

060 Road Freight Transport 0.005468  0.001691  0.005468  0.001691  
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Figure 4.2  Percentage Change in Sectoral Outputs Resulting from Capital Accumulation and Investment (Adjustable Exchange Rate) 

% 

Sector 
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 Figure 4.3  Percentage Change in Sectoral Outputs Resulting from Capital Accumulation and Investment (Fixed Exchange Rate) 

% 

Sector 
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4.4 Petroleum Consumption 

 

Total Petroleum Consumption 

Economic growth brought about by investment in rail transport infrastructure 

naturally requires increased petroleum consumption, but the rate of increase is not 

necessary proportionately the same. This is so as sector differs in terms of growth rate 

and proportion of petroleum consumption. Petroleum is used as intermediate factor 

input in virtually all productions. Sector differs in terms of proportion of petroleum 

input cost in total cost and in terms of growth rate. For these reasons, petroleum 

consumption rate of sector is not necessarily the same as output growth rate. The CGE 

model produces results based on these conditions. 

Total economic growth naturally effects growth of final demand, consisting of 

household consumption, investment consumption, and government consumption. This 

is so as spending is function of income. Income growth is expected to produce effect 

on growth of consumption. Petroleum is used both for intermediate input of 

production and for final consumption, largely for transportation fuel. The CGE model 

projects change in final consumption of petroleum.  

Economic growth projection is divided into two phases: growth in period T 

effect of rail investment in period T-1 and growth in period T+1 effect of induced 

growth of investment of respective sector in period T. The projection of petroleum 

consumption is shown in Table 4.4. The intermediate consumption of petroleum is 

projected to be greater than final consumption. 

The projection of petroleum consumption is the differs for simulation 

assumption I and simulation assumption II. It is noted that the value of petroleum 

consumption effect of increase railways investment is lower in simulation assumption 

I with adjustable exchange rate assumption than in simulation assumption II with 

stable exchange rate. 

With adjustable exchange rate assumption, exchange rate is endogenous and is 

projected to appreciate due to strong exports and weakened imports. In other words, 

exchange rate appreciation is the result of lower internal prices relative to world 

prices. This is so since exchange rate is the ratio between Baht and Foreign currency. 

Increased supply of capital lowers price of goods and services across the economy 

relative to world price.  
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Table 4.4  Percentage Change of Petroleum Consumption 

 

Petroleum consumption Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

 Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Petroleum Consumption (Quantity)     

Total Petroleum Consumption 0.002615 0.000839 0.002615 0.000839 

Intermediate 0.004467 0.000982 0.004467 0.000982 

Final Demand  -0.000231 0.000619 -0.000231 0.000619 

Railway Sector 0.629198 0.008805 0.629198 0.008805 

Road Freight Transport Sector 0.005468 0.001691 0.005468 0.001691 

Land Transport 0.015197 0.001802 0.015197 0.001802 

Petroleum Consumption (Value)     

Total Petroleum Consumption 0.001680 0.000866 0.002712 0.000832 

Intermediate 0.003527 0.001009 0.004559 0.000976 

Final Demand  -0.000231 0.000619 -0.000231 0.000619 

Railway Sector 0.628258 0.008832 0.629297 0.008799 

Road Freight Transport Sector 0.004534 0.001718 0.005566 0.001685 

Land Transport 0.014279 0.001828 0.015311 0.001795 
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Petroleum saving 

The increase in rail transport infrastructure investment induces freight modal 

shifting from road to rail because the cost of rail transport becomes lower relative to 

trucks. Rail transport is comparatively cheaper in terms of costs per km. Due to 

greater energy efficiency offered by rail transport, rail transport is substituted for road 

transport. For these reasons, total transport cost is projected to decrease. Petroleum 

consumption saving is the result of a switch from road to rail transport which is more 

energy efficient.  

As show in Table 4.5, in terms of 2005 input-output table, value of output of 

railway amounts to 7,279.24 million Baht compared to output of road freight transport 

which amounts to 227,871.78 million Baht. Accordingly, the transport market share is 

computed as 0.030956 and 0.969044 for railway and road freight transport 

respectively. 

The CGE model projection uncovers that, in period T, output of railway sector 

increases by 0.629198% which amounts to 7,325.04 million Baht compared to 

0.005468% for road freight transport which amounts to 227,884.24 million Baht. 

Accordingly, new transport market share is computed as 0.031143 and 0.968857 for 

railway and road freight transport respectively. 

In period T+1, railway output increases by 0.008805% which amounts to 

7,325.68 million Baht compared to 0.001691% for road freight transport which 

amounts to 227,888.10 million Baht. The transport market share is computed as 

0.031145 and 0.968855 for railway and road freight transport respectively. Market 

share of railway increases for both simulation assumption I and II. 

In terms of fuel efficiency, one litter of fuel is used for a distance of 71 

kilometer and 21 kilometer for rail and road freight transport respectively (ERIA, 

2010). Rail transport is 3.38 times efficient than road freight transport. Accordingly, 

cost-effectiveness is computed as 0.930969  Baht/ton for rail freight transport 

compared to 0.930965 Baht/ton for road freight transport in both period T and period 

T+1 respectively. Overall freight transport cost is projected to fall as a result of 

increase in rail freight transport capital supply, lower cost of rail freight transport, and 

substitution of road freight transport with rail freight transport.  
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As shown in Table 4.6, the CGE model projects economic growth and 

increased land transport by 0.024776% in period T which requires increased 

petroleum consumption by 0.015197%. Accordingly, saving of petroleum 

consumption can be evaluated in terms of percentage change as 0.024776% - 

0.015197% = 0.009579%. Approach for evaluation of percentage change of saving is 

shown in Box 4-1. 

In period T+1, distribution of investment of respective sector contributes to 

expansion by 0.001913% and 0.001802% for road and rail freight transports 

respectively. The CGE model projects a decrease of petroleum consumption by 

0.000111% despite economic growth in period T+1. 
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Table 4.5  Market Share and Cost Effectiveness of Land Transport 

 

  

 Base Case Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  

 

 

Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Output (Z01) from I-O table  

  

  

  

 

Railway (thousand Baht) [1] 7,279,241 7,279,241 7,325,042 7,279,241 7,325,042 

 

Road Freight Transport (thousand Baht) [2] 227,871,787 227,871,787 227,884,247 227,871,787 227,884,247 

 

Total (thousand Baht) [3] = [1]+[2] 235,151,028 235,151,028 235,151,028 235,151,028 235,209,289 

Percentage Change of Output       

 

Railway (%) [4] 0.000000 0.629198 0.008805 0.629198 0.008805 

 

Road Freight Transport (%) [5] 0.000000 0.005468 0.001691 0.005468 0.001691 

Output (Z01)        

 

Railway (thousand Baht) [6]=[1]*(1+([4]/100)) 7,279,241 7,325,042 7,325,687 7,325,042 7,325,687 

 

Road Freight Transport (thousand Baht) [7]=[2]*(1+([5]/100)) 227,871,787 227,884,247 227,888,101 227,884,247 227,888,101 

 

Total (thousand Baht) [8]=[6]+[7] 235,151,028 235,209,289 235,213,787 235,209,289 235,213,787 

Land Transport Market Share       

 

Railway  [9] = [6] / [8] 0.030956 0.031143 0.031145 0.031143 0.031145 

 

Road Freight Transport  [10] = [7] / [8] 0.969044 0.968857 0.968855 0.968857 0.968855 

 

Total  [11] = [9]+[10] 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

Land Transport Efficiency 
/1

       

 

Railway  [12] 3.380952 3.380952 3.380952 3.380952 3.380952 

 

Road Freight Transport  [13] 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

Transport Effectiveness        

 

Railway (ton/Baht)  [14] = [9]*[12] 0.104659 0.105292 0.105299 0.105292 0.105299 

 

Road Freight Transport (ton/Baht)  [15] = [10]*[13] 0.969044 0.968857 0.968855 0.968857 0.968855 

 

Total (ton/Baht)  [16] = [14]+[15] 1.073704 1.074149 1.074154 1.074149 1.074154 

Cost Effectiveness        

 

Land Transport Cost Effectiveness (Baht/ton)  [17] = 1 / [16] 0.931356 0.930969 0.930965 0.930969 0.930965 
 

Note: /1 ERIA, 2010. 
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Table 4.6  Petroleum Saving of Land Transport 

 

  

 Simulation Assumption I  

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  

 Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Output (Z01) from I-O table  

 

  

  

 

Railway (thousand Baht) [1]  7,279,241   7,325,042   7,279,241   7,325,042  

 

Road Freight Transport (thousand Baht) [2]  227,871,787   227,884,247   227,871,787   227,884,247  

 

Total (thousand Baht) [3] = [1]+[2]  235,151,028   235,209,289   235,151,028   235,209,289  

Percentage Change of Output from Model      

 

Railway (%) [4]  0.629198   0.008805  0.629198  0.008805  

 

Road Freight Transport (%) [5]  0.005468   0.001691  0.005468  0.001691  

New Output (Z01)       

 

Railway (thousand Baht) [6]=[1]*(1+([4]/100))  7,325,042   7,325,687   7,325,042   7,325,687  

 

Road Freight Transport (thousand Baht) [7]=[2]*(1+([5]/100))  227,884,247   227,888,101   227,884,247   227,888,101  

 

Total (thousand Baht) [8]=[6]+[7]  235,209,289   235,213,787   235,209,289   235,213,787  

Change of Land Transport (Rail + Road) Output 

  

   

 

Land transport Value Change (thousand Baht) [9]=[8]-[3])  58,261   4,498   58,261   4,498  

 

Land transport Percentage Change (%) [10]=([9]/[3])*100  0.024776   0.001913   0.024776   0.001913  

Change of Petroleum Consumption 

  

   

 

Petroleum Consumption of Land Transport (%) [11]  0.015197   0.001802   0.015197   0.001802  

Petroleum Saving 

  

   

 

Petroleum Saving of Land Transport (%) [12]=[10]-[11]  0.009579   0.000111   0.009579   0.000111  
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Box 4-1 Approach for evaluation of change. 
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That is difference of percentage change indicates percentage of saving. 

 

The transportation development in Thailand has favored road transport for a 

number of socio-economic and political reasons. As in other countries, rail transport 

development in Thailand has been advocated on technical and economic development 

grounds. In terms of CGE projection, contribution of rail transport development is 

ascertained. Energy saving can be realized through substitution in favor of rail freight 

transport. 

In the past two decades, from 1990 to 2010, energy demand in Thailand 

increased continuously at an annual average rate of 4.4%. In 2010, final energy 

consumption was 2.3 times the amount it was in 1990, which amount to about 71,000 

thousand tons of crude oil equivalent (Ministry of Energy, 2011). Thailand’s energy 

elasticity value of 1.04 (EPPO, 2013) is considered inefficient compared with 

performance reached by developed countries.  
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Petroleum-GDP elasticity is a notion used to measure energy efficiency. It is 

expressed as the ratio between percentage change in energy consumption and 

percentage change in real GDP (petroleum consumption/gdpr). As show in Table 

4.7, in period T of simulation assumption I, 0.002704% growth of real GDP is 

projected to associate with 0.002615% growth of total petroleum consumption. 

Accordingly, petroleum-GDP elasticity is computed as 0.967086 for total petroleum 

consumption. 

In period T+1 of simulation assumption I, 0.000669% growth of real GDP is 

projected to associate with growth of petroleum consumption by 0.000839 for total 

petroleum consumption. Likewise, petroleum-GDP elasticity is computed as 1.254111 

for total petroleum consumption. 

 In term of simulation assumption II, the projection of petroleum consumption 

and petroleum-GDP elasticity is the same for simulation assumption I and simulation 

assumption II. 

 

Table 4.7  Petroleum Consumption Elasticity 

 

  

Simulation Assumption I 

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

  Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Real GDP  

[1] 

0.002704 0.000669 0.002704 0.000669 

Total Petroleum Consumption 

[2] 

0.002615 0.000839 0.002615 0.000839 

Petroleum-GDP Elasticity  

[3] = [2] / [1] 

0.967086 1.254111 0.967086 1.254111 

 

Output of railways, animal food, maize, industrial machinery, and plastic 

wares expands with investment in railway infrastructure project. As shown in Figure 

4.4, note that the output expansion in large scale in percentage terms but respective 

sector have petroleum consumption in small scale. This is due to reasons explained 

previously with petroleum consumption saving and increasing of energy efficiency. 
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Figure 4.4  Sectroral Petroleum Consumption 

 

Petroleum Consumption  

Sector  
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4.5 Carbon Emission 

 
Economic growth is naturally accompanied by CO2 emission as growth of 

intermediate and final demand involves petroleum consumption. Energy saving 

resulted from substitution in favor of rail freight transport contributes to saving of 

CO2 emission. Two approaches are used for computation of CO2 emissions: (1) 

emission factor method and (2) carbon credit pricing method. 

 

CO2 emissions calculated in with emission factor 

Computation of CO2 emission using emission factor involves four 

components, consisting of petroleum prices; petroleum consumption value; CO2 

emission factor; and total petroleum value change. The quantity of CO2 emissions are 

determined by CO2 per liter of gasoline and diesel, which is 0.00232 metric tons and 

0.00267 metric tons respectively (EPA, 2005; IPCC, 2006; and EPA, 2013). 

As shows in Table 4.8, in terms of simulation assumption I, the CO2 emission 

quantity increases 2,087 tCO2 for period T. The economic growth in period T+1 

results in increased CO2 emission quantity by 716 tCO2.In terms of energy saving, in 

period T, total land transport energy saving was computed as 0.009579% which 

reduces CO2 emissions by the same percentage. In period T+1, total petroleum 

consumption by land transport decrease by 0.000111% which results in decreased 

CO2 emissions by the same proportion. In terms of simulation assumption II, in period 

T, CO2 emission quantity increased by 2,087 tCO2. In period T+1, CO2 emission 

quantity increases by 716 tCO2.  

 

CO2 emissions calculated in with carbon credit price 

Computation of CO2 emission using price of carbon credit involves three 

components, consisting of carbon credit price; exchange rate; and total petroleum 

value change. As shows in Table 4.9, in terms of simulation assumption I, in period T, 

CO2 emission is projected to increase by 136,995 tCO2. In period T+1, CO2 emission 

is projected to increase by 46,971 tCO2. In terms of simulation assumption II, in 

period T, CO2 emission is projected to increase by 136,995 tCO2. In period T+1, CO2 

emission is projected to increase 46,971 tCO2. 
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Table 4.8  Change of Carbon Dioxide Emission: Use Emission Factor 

 

      

Simulation Assumption I 

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

      Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Output (Z01) from I-O table  

     

 

Petroleum Refinery Sector (thousand Baht) [1]  1,031,496,261   1,031,521,533   1,031,496,261   1,031,521,533  

Percentage Change of Output from Model 

  

   

 

Petroleum Refinery Sector (%) [2] 0.002450  0.000840  0.002450  0.000840  

Value Change of Output (Z01) 

  

   

 

Petroleum Refineries Sector (thousand Baht) [3]=[1]*([2]/100)  25,272   8,665   25,272   8,665  

Petroleum Consumption Ratio 
/1

 

  

   

 

Gasoline [4]  0.29   0.29   0.29   0.29  

 

Diesel  [5]  0.71   0.71   0.71   0.71  

Petroleum Prices 
/2

 

  

   

 

Gasoline (Bath/liter) [6]  35.45   35.45   35.45   35.45  

 

Diesel (Bath/liter) [7]  29.83   29.83   29.83   29.83  

Petroleum Consumption Change  

  

   

 

Gasoline (liter) [8]=([3]*[4]) / ([6]/1000)  205,479   70,452   205,479   70,452  

 

Diesel (liter) [9]=([3]*[5]) / ([7]/1000)  603,024   206,756   603,024   206,756  

CO2 Emission Factor 
/3

 

  

   

 

Gasoline (tCO2/liter) [10]  0.00232   0.00232   0.00232   0.00232  

 

Diesel (tCO2/liter) [11]  0.00267   0.00267   0.00267   0.00267  

CO2 Emission 

  

   

  CO2 Emission Change (tCO2) [12]=([8]*[10])+([9]*[11])  2,087   716   2,087   716  

 

Note: /1 Bureau of Petroleum and Petrochemical Policy, EPPO 

/2 Energy Forecast and Information Technology Center, Energy Policy and Planning Office, Ministry of Energy, Thailand 

/3 Office of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA 
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Table 4.9  Change of Carbon Dioxide Emission: Use Carbon Credit Price 

 

      

Simulation Assumption I 

Adjustable Exchange Rate 

Simulation Assumption II  

Fixed Exchange Rate 

      Period T  Period T+1 Period T  Period T+1 

Output (Z01) from I-O table  

     

 

Petroleum Refineries Sector (thousand Baht) [1]  1,031,496,261   1,031,521,533   1,031,496,261   1,031,521,533  

Change of Output from Model 

  

   

 

Petroleum Refineries Sector (%) [2] 0.002450  0.000840  0.002450  0.000840  

New Output (Z01)  

  

   

 

Petroleum Refineries Sector (thousand Baht) [3]=[1]*([2]/100)  25,272   8,665   25,272   8,665  

Carbon Credit Prices   

  

   

 

Carbon Credit Prices (EUR/t CO2) 
/1

 [4]  4.5200   4.5200   4.5200   4.5200  

 

Average Exchange Rate (Baht/EUR) 
/2

 [5]  40.8123   40.8123   40.8123   40.8123  

 

Carbon Credit Prices (thousand Bath/t CO2) [6]=([4]*[5])/1000  0.1845   0.1845   0.1845   0.1845  

CO2 Emission 

  

   

  CO2 Emission Change (tCO2) [7]=[3]/[6]  136,995   46,971   136,995   46,971  

 

Note: /1 Model Carbon credit price, Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Organization, 2013. 

/2 Average exchange rate, Bank of Thailand, 2013. 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

5.1  Conclusions 

 

In this study, analysis of transport infrastructure development project in 

Thailand consists of three steps, including (1) choice of transportation mix,  

(2) assessment of economic impact of transportation structural change, and  

(3) assessment of environmental impact of transportation structural change.  

The methodology is used deliver transportation mix. The assessment of 

economic impact of transportation structural change is offered by the computable 

general equilibrium (CGE) model in ORANI tradition (Dixon et al. 1982). The 2005 

edition of 58 sectors version of the input-output table of Thailand was used as CGE 

model database. The original input-output table was modified to single out land 

transport and rail transport so that the classification consists of 60 sectors. The choice 

of specification of the CGE model requires a total of 16,414 variables and 15,933 

equations which offers 481 structural exogenous variables. 

Increase in rail transport investment is the approach used for the measurement 

of economic impact and pattern of associated structural change and environmental 

consequence. Economic impact is principally measured in terms of change in real 

GDP. Structural change is measured in terms of change in output of respective sector. 

Environmental consequence is measured in terms of change in petroleum 

consumption coupling with change in output of respective sector. Petroleum 

consumption is also measured in terms of petroleum-GDP elasticity.  

Two stages impact measurement is used. Initial increase in rail transport 

investment is input into the CGE system in period T-1 whereas there exists no change 

in investment in the rest of the economy. Economic impacts across the economy are 

recorded and reported. In the second stage, endogenous change in investment across 
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the economy recorded in the first stage is input into the CGE system in period T.  

In this second stage, economic impacts across the economy are recorded and reported. 

The results of the CGE implementation are reported for both the first and second stage 

for the purpose of analytical comparison.  

The results of the second stage are used to produce environmental 

consequence and petroleum-GDP elasticity to measure change in energy efficiency. 

Petroleum consumption is associated in proportion with output of respective sector. 

Change in structure of the economy is factor behind change in petroleum 

consumption, which can be in the direction of improvement or worsening. 

Change in real GDP is used as the measurement of total economic impacts. 

Change in total petroleum consumption is used as the measurement of magnitude of 

environmental impact. The value of energy saving is converted to physical quantity of 

pollutants as carbon emission.  

In this study, two simulation assumptions are projected to study the possible 

effects of investment in rail transport. The first simulation assumption analyses the 

impact of increase capital accumulation in railway in the context of adjustable 

currency exchange. The second simulation assumption analyses the impact of increase 

capital accumulation in railway with stable currency exchange. 

The study of impacts of investment are divided into 2 stages. Rail investment 

in period T-1 is the source of real GDP growth in period T which allocates investment 

in period T for sector j. Investment program of sector j in the period T is the source of 

real GDP growth in period T+1 which allocates investment in period T+1 for sector j. 

Measurement of economic impacts of rail investment is considered complete when 

impacts of investment in period T becomes visible in period T+1. The results are 

reported in simulation assumption I and II for adjustable exchange rate and fixed 

exchange rate respectively.  

 

Simulation Assumption I (Adjustable Exchange Rate) 

The adjustable exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the 

assumption of constant trade balance-GDP ratio (delDT) which represents the 

macroeconomic management for external stability. In this simulation assumption, 

exchange rate adjustment is endogenously determined within the model. The foreign 
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currency demand and supply are always in equilibrium. With adjustable exchange rate 

assumption exchange rate is endogenous and is projected to appreciate due to strong 

exports and weakened imports. In other words, exchange rate appreciation is the result 

of lower internal prices relative to world prices. This is so since exchange rate is the 

ratio between Baht and Foreign currency. Increased supply of capital lowers price of 

goods and services across the economy relative to world price.  

The CGE projection of impacts of rail transport investment found important 

contribution to growth of real GDP. For 38.53% increase in investment in railways 

sector. The initial rail transport investment in period T-1 is projected to increase 

investment of the respective sector in period T, which contributes 0.002704% increase 

in real GDP in period T. Exchange rate devalue in period T is 0.001032%. Value-

added decreases 0.021319% for labor, value-added increases 0.011059% for capital 

input, and 0.017291% for indirect taxes. Overall price level is projected to decrease 

by 0.001995%.  

In period T+1, railways development is projected to increase real GDP by 

0.000669%. Exchange rate is projected to appreciate by 0.000033%. Rail 

transportation infrastructure development is projected to contribute 0.000828% 

increase in value-added of labor input; 0.000715% increase in value-added of capital 

input; and 0.000835% increase in value of indirect taxes. Overall price level is 

projected to increase 0.000091%.  

The contribution of rail transport infrastructure development is projected to 

canvas growth of respective sector. In period T, strong effect is found in railways, 

animal food, maize, industrial machinery, and plastic wares. Effect on Rubber (Latex) 

is projected to be the least. In period T+1, strong effect is found in Animal food sector 

experience is the strongest, followed by maize, industrial machinery, railways, and 

plastic wares. Effect on Rubber products is projected to be the least. 

In terms of environmental effects, capital accumulation in railways sector 

produces effect to total petroleum consumption. Expansionary effect is the result of 

growth of real GDP. The saving effect is the result of substitution away from ordinary 

less efficient mode of transport to more efficient rail transport. The net effect is 

measured in terms of energy intensity of growth of real GDP. It is usually called 
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energy elasticity. The magnitude of environmental effects is measured in terms of 

physical quantity of carbon dioxides per unit of output. 

Rail transport has higher fuel efficiency than road transport, relative cost-

effectiveness. The increased of investment in railways sector increases the market 

share of railway sector. In period T, the transport market share is computed as 

0.031143 and 0.968857 for railway sector and road freight transport sector 

respectively. In period T+1, the transport market share is computed as 0.031145 and 

0.968855 for railway sector and road freight transport sector respectively. 

Accordingly, transport effectiveness of railway and road freight transport as 

land transport is computed as 1.074149 ton/Baht in period T and 1.074154 ton/Baht in 

period T+1. Also, the transport effectiveness reversed to cost-effectiveness is 

computed as 0.930969 Baht/ton and 0.930965 Baht/ton in period T and period T+1 

respectively. The result show that, the increase in rail transport infrastructure 

investment induces freight modal shifting from road to rail because the costs of rail 

transport becomes lower relative to trucks.  

Real GDP growth is projected to be accompanied by increased petroleum 

consumption in terms of intermediate input and final demand. In period T, real GDP 

growth contributes to increased land transport by 0.024776% which requires 

decreased petroleum consumption by 0.015197%. Petroleum saving accounts for 

0.009579%. In period T+1, railways development contributes to increased road 

freight transport by 0.001913% which is contributed by railways sector by 

0.001802%. Growth of land transport by 0.001913% is projected to require increased 

petroleum consumption by 0.001802%. Total petroleum consumption is projected to 

decrease 0.000111%. The petroleum consumption elasticity, which is the percentage 

change in total petroleum consumption divided by the percentage change in real GDP, 

is 0.967086 and 1.254111 in period T and period T+1 respectively. 

In terms of CO2 emissions, in period T, rail transport infrastructure 

development is projected to save energy by 0.009579% which can reduce CO2 

emissions by the same percentage. In period T+1, petroleum consumption by land 

transport is projected to decrease 0.000111% which increases CO2 emissions by the 

same proportion. 
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Simulation Assumption II (Fixed Exchange Rate)  

The fixed exchange rate simulation assumption is based on the assumption of 

disequilibrium of imports and exports. Change in trade balance is endogenously 

determined within the model. The change in trade balance is interpreted as the change 

in economic stability, and need for change in the trade policy. Fixed exchange rate 

keeps constant parity between imported goods and domestic goods despite fall in 

domestic price which makes it difficult for substitution of import goods for domestic 

goods. Production cost falls more in the adjustable exchange rate simulation 

assumption as the result of substitution away from imported goods.  

The CGE projection of impacts of rail transport investment found important 

contribution to growth of real GDP. For 38.53% increase in investment in railways 

sector. The initial rail transport investment in period T-1 is projected to increase 

investment of the respective sector in period T, which contributes 0.002704% increase 

in real GDP in period T. Change in Trade Balance-GDP Ratio in period T is 

0.000002%. Value-added decreases 0.020287% for labor and value-added increases 

0.012091% for capital input, and 0.018323% for indirect taxes. Overall price level is 

projected to decrease by 0.000963%.  

In period T+1, railways development is projected to increase real GDP by 

1.65103%. Change in Trade Balance-GDP Ratio in period T is 0.000002%. Rail 

transportation infrastructure development is projected to contribute 0.000795% 

increase in value-added of labor input; 0.000682% increase in value-added of capital 

input; and 0.000802% increase in value of indirect taxes. Overall price level is 

projected to increase 0.000058%.  

The contribution of rail transport infrastructure development is projected to 

canvas growth of respective sector. In period T, strong effect is found in railways, 

animal food, maize, industrial machinery, and plastic wares. Effect on Rubber (Latex) 

is projected to be the least. In period T+1, strong effect is found in Animal food sector 

experience is the strongest, followed by maize, industrial machinery, railways, and 

plastic wares. Effect on Rubber products is projected to be the least. 

In terms of environmental effects, capital accumulation in railways sector 

produces effect to total petroleum consumption. Expansionary effect is the result of 

growth of real GDP. The saving effect is the result of substitution away from ordinary 
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less efficient mode of transport to more efficient rail transport. The net effect is 

measured in terms of energy intensity of growth of real GDP. It is usually called 

energy elasticity. The magnitude of environmental effects is measured in terms of 

physical quantity of carbon dioxides per unit of output. 

Rail transport has higher fuel efficiency than road transport, relative cost-

effectiveness. The increased of investment in railways sector increases the market 

share of railway sector. In period T, the transport market share is computed as 

0.031143 and 0.968857 for railway sector and road freight transport sector 

respectively. In period T+1, the transport market share is computed as 0.031145 and 

0.968855 for railway sector and road freight transport sector respectively. 

Accordingly, transport effectiveness of railway and road freight transport as 

land transport is computed as 1.074149 ton/Baht in period T and 1.074154 ton/Baht in 

period T+1. Also, the transport effectiveness reversed to cost-effectiveness is 

computed as 0.930969 Baht/ton and 0.930965 Baht/ton in period T and period T+1 

respectively. The result show that, the increase in rail transport infrastructure 

investment induces freight modal shifting from road to rail because the costs of rail 

transport becomes lower relative to trucks.  

Real GDP growth is projected to be accompanied by increased petroleum 

consumption in terms of intermediate input and final demand. In period T, real GDP 

growth contributes to increased land transport by 0.024776% which requires 

increased petroleum consumption by 0.015197%. Petroleum saving accounts for 

0.009579%. In period T+1, railways development contributes to increased road 

freight transport by 0.008805% which is contributed by railways sector by 

0.001691%. Growth of land transport by 0.001913% is projected to require increased 

petroleum consumption by 0.001802%. Total petroleum consumption is projected to 

decrease 0.000111%. The petroleum consumption elasticity, which is the percentage 

change in total petroleum consumption divided by the percentage change in real GDP, 

is 0.967086 and 1.254111 in period T and period T+1 respectively. 

In terms of CO2 emissions, in period T, rail transport infrastructure 

development is projected to save energy by 0.009579% which can reduce CO2 

emissions by the same percentage. In period T+1, petroleum consumption by land 
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transport is projected to decrease 0.000111% which increases CO2 emissions by the 

same proportion. 

 

5.2  Policy Implications 

 

The CGE projection shows that investment in rail transport drives growth of 

real GDP of reasonable magnitude through reduction in cost of goods and services 

across the economy which improves competitiveness of domestically produced goods 

and services compared to imported goods and services and improve competitive 

position of exports in world market. The longer term benefit is the industrial 

deepening which increases the country’s capacity in terms of self-reliance. Increased 

economic stability is achieved by industrial deepening and the degree of self-reliance. 

It is logical that source of real GDP growth is expansion of output of goods and 

services which finds improved opportunity both in domestic and world markets. 

Expansion of output of goods and services is achieved as they become more 

competitive as their cost is lowered due to reduced cost of rail services derived from 

rail capital expansion. 

Rail transportation system is typically government establishment due to 

sizable investment and requirement of expropriation of land for the proper 

coordination of routes. It is the responsibility of public policy and rational for 

implementation by public enterprise. Further, there is an issue about public enterprise 

which operates monopoly business. The principle behind the establishment of public 

enterprise is to maximize public welfare as opposed to profit maximization. In reality, 

an economy needs to consist of both private and public enterprises. By nature of rail 

transport system, the development and implementation require the role of public 

enterprises. In context of monopoly, public enterprise needs to adopt the public 

welfare maximization policy. The public enterprise needs to be protected against 

misuse by private interest. 

The comparative advantage of rail transportation system is cheaper freight per 

unit of goods and services. Public policy is important factor for the development of 

rail transport system. In the absence of clearly determined public policy, market tends 
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to bias in favor of road transport. Expansion of road transport involves relatively less 

capitalization capability.  

Furthermore, three important issues of the railways infrastructure development 

are highlighted, namely and shift-mode. Also, the government should develop the 

policy and directions for development and investment in railways infrastructure 

improvement. Effective transport infrastructure management to promote national 

competitiveness has been prescribed as a key national agenda. 

In a situation the fluctuation in fuel prices and domestic transportation 

structure emphasizing by road, such as Thailand, and aiming to reduce logistic cost of 

transportation business to enhance competitiveness, it may be necessary to shift mode 

from road having higher energy consumption to other less energy-intensive modes of 

transportation, especially railways. 

Moreover, the economic growth is naturally accompanied by petroleum 

consumption at the level of intermediate input and final demand. The increase in 

petroleum consumption will be accompanied by CO2 emissions. Investments in rail 

transport infrastructure can result in modal shift from road to rail mode of land 

transport which for technical reason reduces the negative environmental impacts of 

transport in terms of carbon dioxides emissions due to better energy efficiency. 

The increase in rail transport infrastructure investment induces freight modal 

shifting from road to rail because the costs of rail transport becomes lower relative to 

trucks. However, the important obstacle for rail freight transport that does not provide 

efficient door-to-door service operations as compared to road transportation. This 

could be resolved with develop feeder system as road transport. The transport should 

utilize rail transport for long distance as a trunk route while use the road transport as 

the feeder. 

Investments in rail transport infrastructure can result in modal shift from road 

to rail mode of land transport which for technical reason reduces the carbon dioxides 

emissions due to better energy efficiency. However, Thailand is a country in Non-

Annex group that the buying and selling of carbon credits occur in the voluntary 

market. This mechanism works to reduce GHG emission in the form of verified 

emission reductions (VERs) which price for VERs is typically lower than the price for 

compliance market as certified emission reductions (CERs). The price might have 
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distorted and does not reflect the reality. This may be inherent as shadow price that 

may result in not enough incentive to reduce the carbon dioxides emissions. 

Rail investment reduced rail transport cost and price which reduces cost of 

goods and services of respective sectors. The sector that use railways sector as 

intermediate input received more benefits than the other sector. In contrast, the sector 

that use of railways sector at least would not benefit from rail investment project.  

Expansion of output of goods and services is lower growth rate and decreased 

investment consumption. Therefore, the government may have to take measures to 

subsidize for keep competitiveness of the sectors that received fewer benefits from 

rail investment. 

 

5.3  Implications for Future Study 

 

Evaluation of rail investment in Thailand produced by this study, using CGE 

model, provides information about possible economic change at economy wide level 

which will be accompanied by change in energy consumption and release of 

pollution. In terms of Pareto criterion, smaller value of energy elasticity, that is the 

ratio between percentage change in energy and percentage change in real GDP, is 

better. Potential environmental change is projected by this study. An interesting issue 

to explore further, using CGE model, can be the effect of more stringent 

environmental measures on the structure of transportation and interplay between 

different modes of transport. More stringent environmental measures can be expected 

in the near future as pressure is produced by growth limiting factors including 

assimilative capacity of land, hydrosphere, and atmosphere. This type of study is set 

to ask how the economy will be arranged within some environmental standard. 
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Linearized TABLO Input File for the CGE Model 
 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!    Linearized TABLO Input file for the CGE model       ! 

!             Economic and Environmental Impacts              ! 

!               of Rail Transportation Investment                   ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

! Text between exclamation marks is a comment.             ! 

! Text between hashes (#) is labelling information.          ! 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Set                                                                            ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

SET SECT    # Sectors # (s1-s60)  ; 

SET SOURCE  # Source  # (Domestic,Import)  ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Variable                                                                   ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) p0(i,s) # Commodities price #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) p01(j) # Labor price #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) p02(j) # Capital rent #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) p03(j) # Tax rate #  ; 

 

VARIABLE cpi1 # Consumer price index #  ; 

VARIABLE cpi2 # Investment price index #  ; 

VARIABLE cpi3 # Government price index #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) rp01(j) # Real labor price #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) rp02(j) # Real capital rent #  ; 

 

VARIABLE xr   # Exchange rate #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) pw1(i) # Export price #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) pw2(i) # Import price #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) v(i)   # Export subsidy #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) t(i)   # Import tax #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) fx4(i) # Shift export #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x0(i,j,s) # Breakdown produced input #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) x01(j) # Labor input #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) x02(j) # Capital input #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) x03(j) # Indirect taxes #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) z01(j) # Commodity supply and demand #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) z02(i) # Import commodity #  ; 

 

VARIABLE gdpi   # Income side DGP #  ; 

VARIABLE va1    # Total labor input #  ; 

VARIABLE va2    # Total capital input #  ; 

VARIABLE va3    # Total indirect taxes #  ; 
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VARIABLE gdpe   # Expenditure side DGP #  ; 

VARIABLE gdpr   # Real DGP #  ; 

VARIABLE gdpdf  # DGP deflator #  ; 

 

VARIABLE c1     # Total household consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE c2     # Total investment consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE c3     # Total government consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE c1r    # Real total household consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE c2r    # Real total investment consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE c3r    # Real total government consumption #  ; 

 

VARIABLE e      # Total export #  ; 

VARIABLE m     # Total import #  ; 

VARIABLE (change) delBT     # Trade balance #  ; 

VARIABLE (change) delDT     # Debt_GDP ratio #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x1(i,s) # Breakdown household consumption #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x2(i,j,s) # Breakdown investment #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x3(i,s) # Breakdown government #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) x4(i) # Export commodity i #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x5(i,s) # Inventory commodity i #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,i,SECT) x6(i) # Special exports commodity i #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) r0(j)  # Current return  #  ; 

VARIABLE  r1     # Future return  #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) k0(j)  # Current capital  #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) k1(j)  # Future capital  #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) z2(j)  # Total Investment  #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) pz2(j) # Capital cost  #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) k0_1(j)  # Past capital  #  ; 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) z2_1(j)  # Total Past Investment  #  ; 

 

VARIABLE (all,j,SECT) fz2(j) # Shift investment #  ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       File                                                                           ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

FILE input   # Input-domestic and import #  ; 

FILE inv     # Investment-domestic and import   #  ; 

FILE va      # Value added    #  ;  

FILE fd      # Final demand   #  ; 

FILE coef    # Production elasticity  #  ; 

FILE incoef  # Coefficient Qj, Gj and beta   #  ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Coefficient                                                                ! 

!       Base data, updates and reads                                  ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT) VDINPUT(i,j) # Value domestic intermediate #  ; 

UPDATE(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT) VDINPUT(i,j) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x0(i,j,"Domestic") ; 
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COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT) VMINPUT(i,j) # Value import intermediate #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT) VMINPUT(i,j) = p0(i,"import")*x0(i,j,"Import") ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT) VX01(j)    # Value labor inputs #  ; 

UPDATE (all,j,SECT)VX01(j) = p01(j)*x01(j) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT) VX02(j)    # Value capital inputs #  ; 

UPDATE (all,j,SECT)VX02(j) = p02(j)*x02(j) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT) VX03(j)    # Value indirect taxes #  ; 

UPDATE (all,j,SECT)VX03(j) = p03(j)*x03(j) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VDX1(i)    # Value domestic HH consumption #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VDX1(i) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x1(i,"Domestic") ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VMX1(i)    # Value import HH consumption #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VMX1(i) = p0(i,"Import")*x1(i,"Import") ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VDX2(i,j) # Value domestic investment #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VDX2(i,j) =  p0(i,"Domestic")*x2(i,j,"Domestic") ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VMX2(i,j) # Value import investment #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VMX2(i,j) = p0(i,"Import")*x2(i,j,"Import") ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VDX3(i)    # Value domestic government #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VDX3(i) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x3(i,"Domestic") ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VMX3(i)    # Value import government #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VMX3(i) = p0(i,"Import")*x3(i,"Import") ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VX4(i)    # Value export #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VX4(i) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x4(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VDX5(i)   # Value domestic inventory #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VDX5(i) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x5(i,"Domestic") ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VMX5(i)    # Value import inventory #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VMX5(i) = p0(i,"Import")*x5(i,"Import") ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,i,SECT) VX6(i)    # Special export #  ; 

UPDATE (all,i,SECT)VX6(i) = p0(i,"Domestic")*x6(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT TINY    # Small value #  ; 

FORMULA TINY = 0.000001  ; 

COEFFICIENT TINY4   # Small value #  ; 

FORMULA TINY4 = 0.000180  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)EPS(j) # Production elasticity # ; 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,i,SECT)GAM(i) # Export elasticity # ; 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)ETA(j) # Capital-Labor elasticity # ; 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)Q(j)     # Depreciation coef. # ; 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)G(j)     # Investment coef. # ; 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)beta(j)  # Beta for capital mobility # ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Reads from the data base                                         ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

READ VDINPUT FROM FILE input  HEADER "X0DO" ; 

READ VMINPUT FROM FILE input  HEADER "X0IM" ; 
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READ VX01    FROM FILE va     HEADER "VA1"  ; 

READ VX02    FROM FILE va     HEADER "VA2"  ; 

READ VX03    FROM FILE va     HEADER "VA3"  ; 

 

READ VDX1    FROM FILE fd     HEADER "DX1"  ; 

READ VMX1    FROM FILE fd    HEADER "MX1"  ; 

 

READ VDX2     FROM FILE inv   HEADER "DX2"  ; 

READ VMX2    FROM FILE inv   HEADER "MX2"  ; 

 

READ VDX3    FROM FILE fd     HEADER "DX3"  ; 

READ VMX3   FROM FILE fd     HEADER "MX3"  ; 

READ VX4       FROM FILE fd     HEADER "EXPD" ; 

READ VDX5    FROM FILE fd     HEADER "DX5"  ; 

READ VMX5   FROM FILE fd     HEADER "MX5"  ; 

READ VX6       FROM FILE fd     HEADER "EXPS" ; 

 

READ EPS     FROM FILE COEF   HEADER "EPSI" ; 

READ GAM  FROM FILE COEF   HEADER "GAMM" ; 

READ ETA    FROM FILE COEF   HEADER "ETA"  ; 

 

READ Q      FROM FILE incoef  HEADER "DEP" ; 

READ G      FROM FILE incoef  HEADER "INVE" ; 

READ beta  FROM FILE incoef  HEADER "BETA" ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Other coefficients and formulas                               ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

ZERODIVIDE(NONZERO_BY_ZERO)DEFAULT 0.0001  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VZ01(i)  # Total domestic demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT) VZ01(i) = SUM(j,SECT,VDINPUT(i,j)) 

+VDX1(i)+[SUM(j,SECT,VDX2(i,j))]+VDX3(i)+VX4(i)+VDX5(i)+VX6(i)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VZ02(i)  # Total demand import goods #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT) VZ02(i) = SUM(j,SECT,VMINPUT(i,j)) 

+VMX1(i)+[SUM(j,SECT,VMX2(i,j))]+VMX3(i)+VMX5(i)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT) VSPLY(j) # Total supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT) VSPLY(j) = SUM(i,SECT,VDINPUT(i,j)) 

+SUM(i,SECT,VMINPUT(i,j))+VX01(j)+VX02(j)+VX03(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) HX0(i,j,s) # Share X0 supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)HX0(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VSPLY(j)  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)HX0(i,j,"Import") = [VMINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VSPLY(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)HX01(j) # Share X01 supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)HX01(j)= [VX01(j)+TINY]/VSPLY(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)HX02(j) # Share X02 supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)HX02(j)= [VX02(j)+TINY]/VSPLY(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)HX03(j) # Share X03 supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)HX03(j)= [VX03(j)+TINY]/VSPLY(j)  ; 
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COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)VFAC(j) # Total primary factor #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)VFAC(j)= VX01(j)+VX02(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)VX02B(j) # Share X02 (margin) #  ; 

FORMULA(Initial)(all,j,SECT)VX02B(j)= VX02(j)*(100/20) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)VFACB(j) # Total primary factor (margin) #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)VFACB(j)= VX01(j)+VX02B(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)SFAC1(j) # Share X01 primary #  ; 

FORMULA(Initial)(all,j,SECT)SFAC1(j)= [VX01(j)+TINY]/VFACB(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,j,SECT)SFAC2(j) # Share X02 primary #  ; 

FORMULA(Initial)(all,j,SECT)SFAC2(j)= [VX02B(j)+TINY]/VFACB(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VA_1  # Total VA1 #    ;  

FORMULA VA_1 = SUM(j,SECT,VX01(j)) ; 

COEFFICIENT VA_2  # Total VA2 #    ;  

FORMULA VA_2 = SUM(j,SECT,VX02(j)) ; 

COEFFICIENT VA_3  # Total VA3 #    ;  

FORMULA VA_3 = SUM(j,SECT,VX03(j)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT)S01(j)  # Share VA1 #   ;  

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)S01(j) = [VX01(j)+TINY]/VA_1 ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT)S02(j)  # Share VA2 #   ;  

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)S02(j) = [VX02(j)+TINY]/VA_2 ; 

COEFFICIENT (all,j,SECT)S03(j)  # Share VA3 #   ;  

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)S03(j) = [VX03(j)+TINY]/VA_3 ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VGDPI  # Income GDP #   ;  

FORMULA VGDPI = VA_1+VA_2+VA_3 ; 

 

COEFFICIENT H01    # Share ZVA1 #  ;  

FORMULA H01 = VA_1/VGDPI ; 

COEFFICIENT H02    # Share ZVA2 #  ;  

FORMULA H02 = VA_2/VGDPI ; 

COEFFICIENT H03    # Share ZVA3 #  ;  

FORMULA H03 = VA_3/VGDPI ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VZX0(i,j)  # Total sectoral x0 #      ;  

FORMULA (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VZX0(i,j) = [VDINPUT(i,j)]+[VMINPUT(i,j)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) 

SZX0(i,j,s)  # Share sectoral x0 #  ;  

FORMULA(Initial)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SZX0(i,j,"Domestic") 

= [VDINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VZX0(i,j) ; 

FORMULA(Initial)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SZX0(i,j,"Import") 

= [VMINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VZX0(i,j) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VC1  # Total HH consumption #  ; 

FORMULA VC1 = SUM(i,SECT,VDX1(i))+SUM(i,SECT,VMX1(i)) ; 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SX1(i,s)  # Share x1 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SX1(i,"Domestic") = [VDX1(i)+TINY]/[VC1+TINY4] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SX1(i,"Import")   = [VMX1(i)+TINY]/[VC1+TINY4] ; 
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COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VZX2(i,j)  # Total sectoral x2 #      ;  

FORMULA (all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)VZX2(i,j) = [VDX2(i,j)]+[VMX2(i,j)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(Parameter)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) 

SZX2(i,j,s)  # Share sectoral x2 #  ;  

FORMULA(Initial)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SZX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/VZX2(i,j)  ; 

FORMULA(Initial)(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SZX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/VZX2(i,j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)VINV(j)  # Total investment x2j #      ;  

FORMULA (all,j,SECT)VINV(j) = sum(i,SECT,VDX2(i,j)) + sum(i,SECT,VMX2(i,j)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VC2  # Total investment #  ; 

FORMULA VC2 = SUM(j,SECT,VINV(j)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SX2(i,j,s) # Share x2 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/[VC2+TINY4] ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/[VC2+TINY4] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) HX2(i,j,s) # Share X0 supply #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)HX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/VINV(j)  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)HX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/VINV(j)  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)BZ2(j) # Share Z2j with total Z2 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)BZ2(j) = VINV(j)/VC2  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)VIN(i,s) # Total investment x2i #  ;  

FORMULA (all,i,SECT)VIN(i,"Domestic")= sum(j,SECT,VDX2(i,j)) ; 

FORMULA (all,i,SECT)VIN(i,"Import")= sum(j,SECT,VMX2(i,j)) ;  

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)BX2(i,j,s) # Share X2 with total ZX2(i,s) #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)BX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)]/VIN(i,"Domestic")  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)BX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)]/VIN(i,"Import")  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VC3  # Total government #  ; 

FORMULA VC3 = SUM(i,SECT,VDX3(i))+SUM(i,SECT,VMX3(i)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SX3(i,s) # Share x3 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SX3(i,"Domestic") = [VDX3(i)+TINY]/[VC3+TINY4] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SX3(i,"Import")   = [VMX3(i)+TINY]/[VC3+TINY4] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VC5  # Total inventory #  ; 

FORMULA VC5 = SUM(i,SECT,VDX5(i))+SUM(i,SECT,VMX5(i)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VC6  # Total specila export #  ; 

FORMULA VC6 = SUM(i,SECT,VX6(i)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VE  # Total export #  ; 

FORMULA VE = SUM(i,SECT,VX4(i)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VM  # Total import #  ; 

FORMULA VM = SUM(i,SECT,VZ02(i)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VGDPE  # Expenditure GDP #  ; 

FORMULA VGDPE = VC1+VC2+VC3+VC5+VC6+VE-VM ; 
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COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)HX4(i) # Share x4 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)HX4(i) = [VX4(i)+TINY]/[VE+TINY4] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)HM(i)  # Share z02 #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)HM(i) = [VZ02(i)+TINY]/[VM+TINY4] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)RX0(i,j,s) # Share X0 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)RX0(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)RX0(i,j,"Import") = [VMINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/[VZ02(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)RX1(i,s) # Share X1 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX1(i,"Domestic") = [VDX1(i)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX1(i,"Import")   = [VMX1(i)+TINY]/[VZ02(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)RX2(i,j,s) # Share X2 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)RX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)RX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/[VZ02(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)RX3(i,s) # Share X3 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX3(i,"Domestic") = [VDX3(i)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX3(i,"Import") = [VMX3(i)+TINY]/[VZ02(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)RX4(i) # Share X4 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX4(i) = [VX4(i)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)RX5(i,s) # Share X5 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX5(i,"Domestic") = [VDX5(i)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX5(i,"Import")   = [VMX5(i)+TINY]/[VZ02(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)RX6(i) # Share X6 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)RX6(i) = [VX6(i)+TINY]/[VZ01(i)] ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SHX1(i,s) # Share X1 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX1(i,"Domestic") = [VDX1(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX1(i,"Import")   = [VMX1(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SHX2(i,j,s) # Share X2 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SHX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SHX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SHX3(i,s) # Share X3 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX3(i,"Domestic") = [VDX3(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX3(i,"Import") = [VMX3(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SHX4(i) # Share X4 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX4(i) = [VX4(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SHX5(i,s) # Share X5 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX5(i,"Domestic") = [VDX5(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX5(i,"Import")   = [VMX5(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SHX6(i) # Share X6 in GDPE #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHX6(i) = [VX6(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SHZ02(i)# Share Z02 in GDPE #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SHZ02(i) = [VZ02(i)+TINY]/VGDPE ; 
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COEFFICIENT TZ01  # Total Z01 #  ; 

FORMULA TZ01 = SUM(j,SECT,VZ01(j)) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)SZ01(j) # Share in total national output #  ;  

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)SZ01(j) = VZ01(j)/TZ01 ; 

 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Equations (Linearized)                                            ! 

!-------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

EQUATION Total_demand  # Total domestic demand # 

(all,i,SECT)z01(i) = sum (j,SECT,RX0(i,j,"Domestic")*x0(i,j,"Domestic")) 

    +RX1(i,"Domestic")*x1(i,"Domestic") 

    +sum(j,SECT,RX2(i,j,"Domestic")*x2(i,j,"Domestic")) 

    +RX3(i,"Domestic")*x3(i,"Domestic") 

    +RX4(i)*x4(i) 

    +RX5(i,"Domestic")*x5(i,"Domestic") 

    +RX6(i)*x6(i) ; 

 

EQUATION Import_demand  # Total import demand # 

(all,i,SECT)z02(i) = sum (j,SECT,RX0(i,j,"Import")*x0(i,j,"Import")) 

 +RX1(i,"Import")*x1(i,"Import") 

    +sum(j,SECT,RX2(i,j,"Import")*x2(i,j,"Import")) 

   +RX3(i,"Import")*x3(i,"Import") 

    +RX5(i,"Import")*x5(i,"Import") ; 

 

 EQUATION Function_x0  # Sectorial produce input [Production function] # 

(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) 

x0(i,j,s)= z01(j)-EPS(i)*(p0(i,s)-sum(r,SOURCE,SZX0(i,j,r)*p0(i,r))) ;  

 

EQUATION Labor_demand  # Labor demand # 

(all,j,SECT)x01(j) = z01(j)-ETA(j)*[p01(j)-([SFAC1(j)*p01(j)]+[SFAC2(j)*p02(j)])] ; 

 

EQUATION Capital_demand  # Capital demand # 

(all,j,SECT)x02(j) = z01(j)-ETA(j)*[p02(j)-([SFAC1(j)*p01(j)]+[SFAC2(j)*p02(j)])] ; 

 

EQUATION Indirect_taxes  # Indirect taxes # 

(all,j,SECT)x03(j) = p03(j)+p0(j,"Domestic")+z01(j) ; 

 

EQUATION Total_labor  # Total labor demand # 

va1= sum(j,SECT,S01(j)*[p01(j)+x01(j)]) ; 

 

EQUATION Total_capital  # Total capital # 

va2= sum(j,SECT,S02(j)*[p02(j)+x02(j)]) ; 

 

EQUATION Total_indirect_taxes  # Total indirect taxes # 

va3= sum(j,SECT,S03(j)*[p03(j)+x03(j)]) ; 

 

EQUATION Income_GDP  # Income GDP # 

gdpi= H01*va1 + H02*va2 + H03*va3 ; 

 

EQUATION Substitution_HH  # Total demand for HH consumption # 

(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x1(i,s) = c1 -p0(i,s) ; 

 

EQUATION Function_x2  # Sectorial investment input # 

(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) 

x2(i,j,s) = z2(j)-EPS(i)*(p0(i,s)-sum(r,SOURCE,SZX2(i,j,r)*p0(i,r))) ;  
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EQUATION Substitution_Gov  # Government demand for goods # 

(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x3(i,s) = c3 -p0(i,s) ; 

EQUATION Export_dem  # Export demand # 

(all,i,SECT)pw1(i) = -(GAM(i)+0)*x4(i)+fx4(i) ;  

 

EQUATION Inventory_Dem  # Inventory demand # 

(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE) x5(i,s)= gdpr ; 

 

EQUATION Special_exp  # Special export # 

(all,i,SECT) x6(i)= gdpr ; 

 

EQUATION Price_p0  # Commodities price define # 

(all,j,SECT)p0(j,"Domestic")+z01(j) 

= sum(i,SECT,HX0(i,j,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"domestic")+x0(i,j,"Domestic")]) 

  +sum(i,SECT,HX0(i,j,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")+x0(i,j,"Import")]) 

  +[HX01(j)*(p01(j)+x01(j))] 

  +[HX02(j)*(p02(j)+x02(j))] 

  +[HX03(j)*(p03(j)+x03(j))]  ; 

 

EQUATION Price_pz2   # Capital production cost definition # 

(all,j,SECT)pz2(j)+ z2(j) 

= sum(i,SECT,HX2(i,j,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"domestic")+x2(i,j,"Domestic")]) 

  +sum(i,SECT,HX2(i,j,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")+x2(i,j,"Import")])  ; 

 

EQUATION Export_price # Export price # 

(all,i,SECT)p0(i,"Domestic")= pw1(i)+v(i)+xr ; 

 

EQUATION Import_price # Import price # 

(all,i,SECT)p0(i,"Import")= pw2(i)+t(i)+xr ; 

 

EQUATION Cons_price   # Consumer price # 

cpi1= sum(i,SECT,SX1(i,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"Domestic")])  

         +sum(i,SECT,SX1(i,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")]) ; 

 

EQUATION Inv_price   # Investment price # 

cpi2= sum(j,SECT,BZ2(j)*pz2(j)); 

 

EQUATION Gov_price    # Government price index # 

cpi3= sum(i,SECT,SX3(i,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"Domestic")]) 

         +sum(i,SECT,SX3(i,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")]) ; 

 

EQUATION Real_C1  # Real consumption # 

c1r= c1-cpi1 ; 

EQUATION Real_C2  # Real investment # 

c2r= c2-cpi2 ; 

EQUATION Real_C3  # Real gov consumption # 

c3r= c3-cpi3 ; 

 

EQUATION HH_total   # Total HH consumption # 

c1= gdpe ; 

EQUATION Inv_gdp  # Normal inv consumption # 

c2= gdpe ;              

EQUATION Inv_total  # Total investment consumption # 

c2= sum (j,SECT,BZ2(j)*[pz2(j)+z2(j)]); 

EQUATION Gov_total  # Total government consumption # 

c3= gdpe ;  
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EQUATION Total_export  # Total exports # 

e= sum(i,SECT,HX4(i)*[pw1(i)+x4(i)]) ; 

EQUATION Total_import  # Total import # 

m= sum(i,SECT,HM(i)*[pw2(i)+z02(i)]) ; 

 

EQUATION Balance_Trade  

# Ordinary change in the balance of trade # 

100*delBT= (VE*e)-(VM*m) ; 

 

EQUATION Debt_GDP  # Debt-GDP #  

100*VGDPE*delDT= (VE*e)-(VM*m)-[(VE-VM)*gdpe] ; 

 

EQUATION Real_wage  # Real wage #  

(all,j,SECT)rp01(j)= p01(j)-cpi1 ; 

 

EQUATION Real_K_Rent  # Real capital rent #  

(all,j,SECT)rp02(j)= p02(j)-cpi1 ; 

 

EQUATION Identity_GDP  # Identity GDP #  

gdpe= sum(i,SECT,SHX1(i,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"Domestic")+x1(i,"Domestic")]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX1(i,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")+x1(i,"Import")]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,(sum(j,SECT,SHX2(i,j,"Domestic") 

                  *[p0(i,"Domestic")+x2(i,j,"Domestic")]))) 

     +sum(i,SECT,(sum(j,SECT,SHX2(i,j,"Import") 

                  *[p0(i,"Import")+x2(i,j,"Import")]))) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX3(i,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"Domestic")+x3(i,"Domestic")]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX3(i,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")+x3(i,"Import")])  

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX4(i)*[p0(i,"Domestic")+x4(i)]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX5(i,"Domestic")*[p0(i,"Domestic")+x5(i,"Domestic")]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX5(i,"Import")*[p0(i,"Import")+x5(i,"Import")]) 

     +sum(i,SECT,SHX6(i)*[p0(i,"Domestic")+x6(i)]) 

     -sum(i,SECT,SHZ02(i)*[p0(i,"Import")+z02(i)]) ; 

 

EQUATION GDP_Def  # GDP Deflator #  

gdpdf= sum(i,SECT,SHX1(i,"Domestic")*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX1(i,"Import")*p0(i,"Import")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,sum(j,SECT,SHX2(i,j,"Domestic"))*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,sum(j,SECT,SHX2(i,j,"Import"))*p0(i,"Import")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX3(i,"Domestic")*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX3(i,"Import")*p0(i,"Import"))  

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX4(i)*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX5(i,"Domestic")*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX5(i,"Import")*p0(i,"Import")) 

      +sum(i,SECT,SHX6(i)*p0(i,"Domestic")) 

      -sum(i,SECT,SHZ02(i)*p0(i,"Import")) ; 

 

EQUATION Real_GDP # Real GDP #  

gdpr= gdpe-gdpdf  ; 

 

EQUATION rr_capital  # Rate of return on capital # 

(all,j,SECT) r0(j)= Q(j)*[p02(j)- pz2(j)] ; 

 

EQUATION capital_mobility  # Capital mobility across sectors # 

(all,j,SECT) r1= -beta(j)*[k1(j)- k0(j)]+r0(j); 

 

EQUATION capital_acc  # Capital accumulation # 

(all,j,SECT) k1(j)= [(1-G(j))*k0(j)]+[G(j)*z2(j)]+fz2(j); 
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EQUATION capital_u  # Capital utilization  # 

(all,j,SECT) x02(j)=k0(j); 

 

EQUATION capital_acc_past  # Capital accumulation # 

(all,j,SECT) k0(j)= [(1-G(j))*k0_1(j)]+[G(j)*z2_1(j)]; 

 

!--------------------------------------------------------------------! 

!       Cosmetics Equations (Linearized)                             ! 

!--------------------------------------------------------------------! 

 

!== == Petroleum refinery (oil consumption)== ====! 

 

!------------------------- Oil coefficient ------------------------! 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)VOIL_X0(j)  # Oil intermediate #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT)VOIL_X0(j) = VDINPUT("s30",j)+VMINPUT("s30",j) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,j,SECT)COEF_OIL(j) # Coefficient of oil consumption #  ; 

FORMULA(all,j,SECT) COEF_OIL(j) = VOIL_X0(j)/VSPLY(j) ; 

 

!----- Oil comsumption in total commodity demand ------! 

 

VARIABLE oil   # Oil comsumption (Quantity) #  ; 

VARIABLE oilv  # Oil comsumption (Value) #  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VCOM(i)  # Total commodity demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)VCOM(i) = VZ01(i)+ VZ02(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SCX0(i,j,s)# Share X0 in in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SCX0(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SCX0(i,j,"Import") = [VMINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SCX1(i,s) # Share X1 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX1(i,"Domestic") = [VDX1(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX1(i,"Import")   = [VMX1(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SCX2(i,j,s) # Share X2 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SCX2(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SCX2(i,j,"Import") = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SCX3(i,s) # Share X3 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX3(i,"Domestic") = [VDX3(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX3(i,"Import")   = [VMX3(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SCX4(i) # Share X4 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX4(i) = [VX4(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SCX5(i,s) # Share X5 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX5(i,"Domestic") = [VDX5(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX5(i,"Import")   = [VMX5(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 
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COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SCX6(i) # Share X6 in total demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SCX6(i) = [VX6(i)+TINY]/VCOM(i) ; 

EQUATION refinery  # Oil comsumption (Quantity) #  

oil =  sum(j,SECT,SCX0("s30",j,"Domestic")*x0("s30",j,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX0("s30",j,"Import")*x0("s30",j,"Import")) 

      +SCX1("s30","Domestic")*x1("s30","Domestic") 

      +SCX1("s30","Import")*x1("s30","Import") 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX2("s30",j,"Domestic")*x2("s30",j,"Domestic")) 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX2("s30",j,"Import")*x2("s30",j,"Import")) 

      +SCX3("s30","Domestic")*x3("s30","Domestic") 

      +SCX3("s30","Import")*x3("s30","Import") 

      +SCX4("s30")*x4("s30") 

      +SCX5("s30","Domestic")*x5("s30","Domestic") 

      +SCX5("s30","Import")*x5("s30","Import")  

      +SCX6("s30")*x6("s30") ;    

 

EQUATION refinery_v  # Oil comsumption (Value) #  

oilv = sum(j,SECT,SCX0("s30",j,"Domestic") 

                 *[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30",j,"Domestic")]) 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX0("s30",j,"Import") 

                 *[p0("s30","Import")+x0("s30",j,"Import")]) 

      +SCX1("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x1("s30","Domestic")] 

      +SCX1("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x1("s30","Import")] 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX2("s30",j,"Domestic") 

                 *[p0("s30","Domestic")+x2("s30",j,"Domestic")]) 

      +sum(j,SECT,SCX2("s30",j,"Import") 

                 *[p0("s30","Import")+x2("s30",j,"Import")]) 

      +SCX3("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x3("s30","Domestic")] 

      +SCX3("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x3("s30","Import")] 

      +SCX4("s30")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x4("s30")] 

      +SCX5("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x5("s30","Domestic")] 

      +SCX5("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x5("s30","Import")]  

      +SCX6("s30")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x6("s30")] ; 

 

!----------- Oil comsumption in final demand --------------! 

 

VARIABLE oil_fd  # Oil comsumption in final demand (Quantity) #  ; 

VARIABLE oil_fdv # Oil comsumption in final demand (Value)    #  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VFDD(i)  # Final demand domestic #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)VFDD(i) = VDX1(i)+[SUM(j,SECT,VDX2(i,j))]+VDX3(i)+VX4(i) 

                             +VDX5(i)+VX6(i) ; 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VFDI(i)  # Final demand import #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT) VFDI(i) = VMX1(i)+[SUM(j,SECT,VMX2(i,j))]+VMX3(i)+VMX5(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VFDT(i)  # Total oil final demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT) VFDT(i) = VFDD(i)+VFDI(i) ;  

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SFDX1(i,s) # Share X1 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX1(i,"Domestic") = [VDX1(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX1(i,"Import")   = [VMX1(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SFDX2(i,j,s)  

# Share X2 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SFDX2(i,j,"Domestic")= [VDX2(i,j)+TINY]/VFDT(i); 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SFDX2(i,j,"Import")  = [VMX2(i,j)+TINY]/VFDT(i); 
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COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SFDX3(i,s) # Share X3 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX3(i,"Domestic") = [VDX3(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX3(i,"Import")   = [VMX3(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SFDX4(i) # Share X4 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX4(i) = [VX4(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SFDX5(i,s) # Share X5 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX5(i,"Domestic") = [VDX5(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX5(i,"Import")   = [VMX5(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)SFDX6(i) # Share X6 in total final demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)SFDX6(i) = [VX6(i)+TINY]/VFDT(i) ; 

 

EQUATION refinery_fd  # Oil comsumption in final demand (Quantity) #  

oil_fd = SFDX1("s30","Domestic")*x1("s30","Domestic") 

         +SFDX1("s30","Import")*x1("s30","Import") 

         +sum(j,SECT,SFDX2("s30",j,"Domestic")*x2("s30",j,"Domestic")) 

         +sum(j,SECT,SFDX2("s30",j,"Import")*x2("s30",j,"Import")) 

         +SFDX3("s30","Domestic")*x3("s30","Domestic") 

         +SFDX3("s30","Import")*x3("s30","Import") 

         +SFDX4("s30")*x4("s30") 

         +SFDX5("s30","Domestic")*x5("s30","Domestic") 

         +SFDX5("s30","Import")*x5("s30","Import")  

         +SFDX6("s30")*x6("s30");  

 

EQUATION refinery_fdv  # Oil comsumption in final demand (Value)  #  

oil_fdv = SFDX1("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x1("s30","Domestic")] 

         +SFDX1("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x1("s30","Import")] 

         +sum(j,SECT,SFDX2("s30",j,"Domestic") 

                *[p0("s30","Domestic")+x2("s30",j,"Domestic")]) 

         +sum(j,SECT,SFDX2("s30",j,"Import") 

                *[p0("s30","Import")+x2("s30",j,"Import")]) 

         +SFDX3("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x3("s30","Domestic")] 

         +SFDX3("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x3("s30","Import")] 

         +SFDX4("s30")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x4("s30")] 

         +SFDX5("s30","Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x5("s30","Domestic")] 

         +SFDX5("s30","Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x5("s30","Import")]  

         +SFDX6("s30")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x6("s30")]  ; 

 

!------------ Oil comsumption in intermediate -------------! 

 

VARIABLE oil_int  # Oil comsumption in intermediate (Quantity) #  ; 

VARIABLE oil_intv # Oil comsumption in intermediate (Value) #  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VIND(i)  # Domestic intermediate demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)VIND(i) = VZ01(i)-VFDD(i) ; 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VINI(i)  # Import intermediate demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)VINI(i) = VZ02(i)-VFDI(i); 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT) VINT(i)  # Total intermediate demand #  ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)VINT(i) = VIND(i)+VINI(i); 

 

COEFFICIENT(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)(all,s,SOURCE)SINX0(i,j,s)  

# Share X1 in intermediate demand #  ;  

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SINX0(i,j,"Domestic") = [VDINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VINT(i) ; 

FORMULA(all,i,SECT)(all,j,SECT)SINX0(i,j,"Import") = [VMINPUT(i,j)+TINY]/VINT(i) ; 
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EQUATION refinery_int # Oil comsumption in intermediate (Quantity) #  

oil_int = sum(j,SECT,SINX0("s30",j,"Domestic")*x0("s30",j,"Domestic")) 

          +sum(j,SECT,SINX0("s30",j,"Import")*x0("s30",j,"Import")) ; 

 

EQUATION refinery_intv # Oil comsumption in intermediate (Value) #  

oil_intv = sum(j,SECT,SINX0("s30",j,"Domestic") 

                        *[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30",j,"Domestic")]) 

               +sum(j,SECT,SINX0("s30",j,"Import") 

                        *[p0("s30","Import")+x0("s30",j,"Import") ]) ; 

 

!----------- Oil comsumption in railway sector-------------! 

 

VARIABLE oil_rail  # Oil comsumption in railway sector (Quantity) #  ; 

VARIABLE oil_railv # Oil comsumption in railway sector (Value) #  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VRAILD  # Domestic oil in railway sector #  ; 

FORMULA VRAILD = VDINPUT("s30","s59"); 

COEFFICIENT VRAILI  # Import oil in railway sector #  ; 

FORMULA VRAILI = VMINPUT("s30","s59") ; 

COEFFICIENT VRAILT  # Total oil in railway sector #  ; 

FORMULA VRAILT = VRAILD +VRAILI ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,s,SOURCE)SRAILX0(s) # Share of oil in railway sector # ; 

FORMULA SRAILX0("Domestic") = VRAILD/VRAILT ; 

FORMULA SRAILX0("Import")   = VRAILI/VRAILT ; 

 

EQUATION refinery_rail # Quanlity of oil comsumption (Quantity) #  

oil_rail = SRAILX0("Domestic")*x0("s30","s59","Domestic") 

              +SRAILX0("Import")*x0("s30","s59","Import") ; 

 

EQUATION refinery_railv # Quanlity of oil comsumption (Value) #  

oil_railv = SRAILX0("Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30","s59","Domestic")] 

                +SRAILX0("Import")*[p0("s30","Import")+x0("s30","s59","Import")] ; 

 

!----- Oil comsumption in land transport (rail and road)-----! 

 

VARIABLE oil_land  # Oil comsumption in land transport (Quantity) #  ; 

VARIABLE oil_landv  # Oil comsumption in land transport (Value) #  ; 

 

COEFFICIENT VLANDD  # Domestic oil comsumption in land transport #  ; 

FORMULA VLANDD = VDINPUT("s30","s59")+VDINPUT("s30","s60") ; 

COEFFICIENT VLANDI  # Import oil comsumption in land transport #  ; 

FORMULA VLANDI = VMINPUT("s30","s59")+VMINPUT("s30","s60") ; 

COEFFICIENT VLANDT  # Total oil comsumption in land transport #  ; 

FORMULA VLANDT = VLANDD +VLANDI ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,s,SOURCE)SRAIL(s) # Share of oil in railway # ; 

FORMULA SRAIL("Domestic") = VDINPUT("s30","s59")/VLANDT ; 

FORMULA SRAIL("Import")   = VMINPUT("s30","s59")/VLANDT ; 

 

COEFFICIENT (all,s,SOURCE)SROAD(s) # Share of oil in road # ; 

FORMULA SROAD("Domestic") = VDINPUT("s30","s60")/VLANDT ; 

FORMULA SROAD("Import")   = VMINPUT("s30","s60")/VLANDT ; 
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EQUATION refinery_land # Oil comsumption in land transport (Quanlity)  #  

oil_land = SRAIL("Domestic")*x0("s30","s59","Domestic") 

          +SRAIL("Import")*x0("s30","s59","Import")  

          +SROAD("Domestic")*x0("s30","s60","Domestic") 

          +SROAD("Import")*x0("s30","s60","Import") ; 

 

EQUATION refinery_landv # Oil comsumption in land transport (Value)  #  

oil_landv = SRAIL("Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30","s59","Domestic")] 

           +SRAIL("Import")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30","s59","Import")]  

           +SROAD("Domestic")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30","s60","Domestic")] 

           +SROAD("Import")*[p0("s30","Domestic")+x0("s30","s60","Import")] ; 

 

!===================================! 

 

ZERODIVIDE OFF  ; 

 

!---------end of TABLO Input file---------------------------------! 
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GEMPACK Command File for Simulation Assumption I 

(Adjustable Exchange Rate) 
 

! The following GEMPACK Command file (usually called SJLB.CMF) 

!  carries out a multi-step simulation 

!  for the Stylized Johansen model. 

!  Auxiliary files (usually tells which TAB file) 

auxiliary files = TransCGE_07 ; 

! Data files 

file input = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\input.dat; 

updated file input = input.upd ; 

file va = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\va.dat ; 

updated file va = va.upd ; 

file inv = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\inv.dat ; 

updated file inv = inv.upd ; 

file fd = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\fd.dat ; 

updated file fd = fd.upd ; 

file coef = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\coef_useS59.dat ; 

file incoef = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\incoef_use.dat ; 

file envc = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\envc.dat ; 

 structurally singular solve modified equations = yes ; 

! Closure 

exogenous 
 xr 

 t 

 v 

 rp01 

 p03 

 pw2 

 fx4 

 z2_1 

 k0_1 

 fz2 ; 

rest endogenous ; 

! Solution method information 

method = gragg ; 

steps = 2 4 6 ; 

! Simulation part 

shock z2_1("S59") = 38.53 ; 

!shock 2nd round for Adjustable exchange rate (result from 1st round) 

!shock z2_1 =   
!  1.27784 -1.24913 1.23203 -24.16758 2.49043 -0.92013 -3.36033 -0.62523 

!  6.40999 -1.34468 1.53533 -0.75743 -4.10392 4.23219 2.27931 -1.09767 

!  0.36355 -0.47880 0.49756 -0.35931 1.84341 2.32742 -0.66418 1.50517 

!  0.03633 0.94986 -1.82879 -2.72266 0.87082 3.11856 -0.95325 -0.76981 

!  4.18839 -0.24081 -1.29308 -0.79427 0.27313 -0.74138 -0.99514 2.06109 

! -0.38320 0.93253 0.19351 0.57102 0.66323 0.50642 2.41049 5.36448 

!  1.37320 1.4059 1.00111 0.62983 0.97667 0.42451 0.66259 0.36531 

!  0.86204 1.55588 0.27570 0.85071  ;     

verbal description = 

Stylized Johansen model. Standard data and closure. 

10 per cent increase in amount of labor. 

  (Capital remains unchanged.) ; 

! Options 

log file = yes ; 

! End of Command file 
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GEMPACK Command File for Simulation Assumption II 

(Fixed Exchange Rate) 
 

! The following GEMPACK Command file (usually called SJLB.CMF) 

!  carries out a multi-step simulation 

!  for the Stylized Johansen model. 

!  Auxiliary files (usually tells which TAB file) 

auxiliary files = TransCGE_07 ; 

! Data files 

file input = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\input.dat; 

updated file input = input.upd ; 

file va = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\va.dat ; 

updated file va = va.upd ; 

file inv = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\inv.dat ; 

updated file inv = inv.upd ; 

file fd = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\fd.dat ; 

updated file fd = fd.upd ; 

file coef = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\coef_useS59.dat ; 

file incoef = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\incoef_use.dat ; 

file envc = C:\GP\TransCGE_02\envc.dat ; 

 structurally singular solve modified equations = yes ; 

! Closure 

exogenous 
 delDT 

 t 

 v 

 rp01 

 p03 

 pw2 

 fx4 

 z2_1 

 k0_1 

 fz2 ; 

rest endogenous ; 

! Solution method information 

method = gragg ; 

steps = 2 4 6 ; 

! Simulation part 

shock z2_1("S59") = 38.53 ; 

!shock 2nd round for Fxed exchange rate (result from 1st round all sector) 

!shock z2_1 =   

!  1.27767 -1.24886  1.23191 -24.16497 2.49010 -0.91999 -3.35990  -0.62513  

!  6.40914 -1.34449   1.53513 -0.75733  -4.10340  4.23164 2.27901 -1.09752 

!  0.36351 -0.47873 0.49750 -0.35920 1.84317 2.32712 -0.66409   1.50498 

!  0.03632 0.94973 -1.82855  -2.72231  0.87071 3.11816 -0.95312 -0.76971  

!  4.18783 -0.24078 -1.29290 -0.79417 0.27310  -0.74128 -0.99501 2.06083 

! -0.38311 0.93241 0.19349  0.57096 0.66315   0.50636 2.41018 5.36377 

!  1.37302 1.40570 1.00098 0.62975 0.97655 0.42445 0.66250 0.36527 

!  0.86192 1.55569   0.27566 0.85059  ;     

verbal description = 

Stylized Johansen model. Standard data and closure. 

10 per cent increase in amount of labor. 

  (Capital remains unchanged.) ; 
! Options 

log file = yes ; 

! End of Command file 
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